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Dr. Arteaga: Never
Turns Away Patients
If They Can't Pay
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

(SAN BERNARDINO , Calif.)
"For the 20-plus years I have been
in practice, we have never turned
away a patient because they couldn't pay," Dr. Albert Arteaga of
LaSalle 'Medical Associates says.
"As the son of an Adventist minister, I know I have an obligation to
help whenever I can."
And help he does, from aiding
Inland Empire Hurricane Katrina
survivors to outwardly welcoming
low income, elderly and disabled
Medi-Cal patients. It's been pointed
out that many physicians refuse to
see Medi-Cal patients simply
because doctors make very little
money doing so. "For us at LaSalle,
it's one more chance to give back to
our communities , helping people
who are reluctant to seek medical
attention because they fear they just
can't afford it. Ultimately, though,
it's the children who would suffer.
And T don 't want that," Arteaga
says.
As founder and CEO of LaSalle's
five Inland Empire cli nics, Dr.
Arteaga set out to not just aid those
in need, but to change patients' perception of "going to the doctor." He
explains, "I want everyone to feel
that going to the doctor is no more
intimidating than going to the grocery store."
Another of Arteaga 's major
objectives is that every single
patient is treated with dignity and
respect, regardless of their station in
life. A recent survey of nearly 300
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Inland Counties See Sharp Rise In Food Stamp UseState Seeks More Sign
Ups; Drug Felons are
now Eligible
The Black Voice News
INLAND EMPIRE

By Chris Levister

California EBT Card

Inland Empire families , already reeling from the housing meltdown and
soaring energy costs, are taking another
hit to household budgets as food prices
increase at the fastest rate since 1990. If
there was any doubt that rising prices
and a souring economy are pummeling
the region, more proof has arrived.
, The number of households using food

Between February 2007 and February this year, the number of Inland
households using food stamps jumped 28 percent - among the largest
gains in the state according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

stamps is up 23 percent in San
Bernardino County since April of last
year and up I6 percent in Riverside
County, according to data released by
the California Department of Social
Servtces. And government officials
expect those numbers to grow.
"We're in the midst of an economic
tsunami. You take all these issues: the
cost of gas, the cost of food and the lack

HEALING OLD WOUNDS?

Some Hope Widening 1-215 Will Correct Half-Century-Old Injustice

Remembering
Brittany Jordan
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Work Is well underway to widen Interstate 215 - a major corridor that connects residents, motorists, bu~inesses and visitors to Victor Valley, Orange
County, Los Angeles County and beyond.
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Chris Levister

For thousands of weary commuters
the widening of Interstate 215 through
San Bernardino is a welcome prescription for improving daily traffic
headaches and getting rid of those irri-

By Norma Archie

Tlie community, her church and her
family are in shock at the passing of
Brittany Nicole Jordan, 20, on May I5,
2008 after. the successful birth of her
second daughter, an 11 lb. baby girl
named Mya. Her funeral , held ·on
Tuesday, May 21, was overflowing
with well-wishers and supporters.
The 2005 San Gorgonio High
School graduate was born October 6,
1987 to James E. Jordan and Linda
Jacquelyn Webb Brown. Brittany was
remembered by many during the service. Many tributes from her friends and
fami ly were heard. However the crowd
was so large, after they spoke they had
to leave because there was no room for
them at St. Paul AME Church. Many
people there were there to support a
loving father who raised his two daughters by himself. Known as "Mr. Mom"
James Jordan spoke of his wonderful
daughter.
"I always wondered how she could
have such beautiful ponytails and she
said her dad did her hair," said Jazmond
Harris, a schoolmate since Thompson
Elementary School. "It was her dad
who came to all the school events," she
said after the funeral remembering her
longtime friend.
Her fiance James Dozier Clark was
preparing for their wedding day. He
said that he never thought he'd walk
down the aisle for this occasion . "My
onJy love was with me one minute and
See BRITTANY, ~age A-4

~ee FOOD, Page A-4

I

See ARTEAGA, Page A-4

wall 6f photos revealed the
many sides of Brittany Jordan

of affordable housing," said Dave
Paradine, presidentlchief executive officer for Find Food Bank, Inc. "TJie peo,
pie seeking food assistance used to be
the homeless, and the unemployed.
Now; in the last few years, the shift
we've seen is to the working poor, particularly mothers with children."
The trend is statewide, according to
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Between February 2007 and February
this year, the number of California
households using food stamps jumpe.d
21 percent.
Behind these numbers are real people,
like Bernard Moore of Riverside, a single father with two jobs and three kids.
On a recent day this spring Moore who

in our city."
strangling a bustling local economy
tating southbound fast-lane on-ramps.
But for residents of the city's
Engineers at the time wrestled with that has yet to recover says former resWestside the $800 million, six-mile the space constraints caused by the ident Lillian Irons whose family operwidening is overdue surgery to correct railroad line on the west, and wound ated a thriving neighborhood market
a nearly half-century injustice.
• up constructing a major artery that on Mount Vernon.
"The fres:way in 1959 was a won- directs traffic off the freeway to the
"As a kid growing up I remember a
derful new thing" 3rd District County east at the Fifth Street and Base Line bustling place where families would
Supervisor Dennis Hansberger says. off ramps.
come ' to congregate and buy fresh
"What we didn't know was what it
That much maligned design cut off • fruits. vegetables and meats . Mayor Al
could do to us . .. the damage it created the city's largely Black Westside , Ballard would stop in periodically for

Supt. Pugh, Longtime Pastor Remembered
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Cheryl Brown

Superintendent Herbert Chester Pugh,
the longest pastor to pastor a church in
San Bernardino is being remembered for
his dedication to God , his church and his
family.
Elder Pugh passed away after a short
illness at Loma Linda Medical Center on
May 21, 2008. He was 91 years old. "He
was a dedicated man of God, "said
Veatrice Jews, one of his most dedicated
members. "He believed in the standard
Biblical way," she said as she remembered him. From Perris to San
Bernardino he pastored his whole ministerial life in the Inland Empire.
Elder Pugh, affectionately known as
"Snook," was born September 17, 1916
in Erinville, Louisiana. He was known to
be a hard worker and he strived to do his
best and preached the same to h_is congregation and others. He was an entrepreneur and over the "years had a business known as Clean Rite Janitorial. For
43 years he and his late wife, Jo
Berneice, brothers-in-law, Billy and
Bobby Phillips and sister-in-law Dorothy
Jo worked diligently to make it a successful endeavor. He also established the
New Jerusalem Thrift Shop for the convenience of the neighborhood.
Realizing the importance of the bank-

Superintendent Herbert Pugh

ing industry in a business community he
was instrumental in negotiations with
major banks in the area that opened the
doors to hire the fust Black tellers in the
city of San Bernardino.
Elder Pugh told the story of his life
before 1949. He was in the world and
took part in what it had to offer. But on
March 5, 1949 God came into his life.
He was saved and filled with the Holy
Ghost and began preaching the Gospel.
He was ordained in 1949 by the
Bishop of the First Ecclesiastical
Jurisdiction of Southern California and
became active in the state body. In his
first state position in I95 I he served as

State Treasurer of the Youth Department.
He moved up from there. Froml955 to
1975 he was the District Superintendent
of the New Jerusalem District and from
1977 to 1995 he was the Superintendent
of the Ontario District. From 1965 to
1977 he was the President of the Pastoral
Alliance of the C.O.G.I.C of the Inland
Empire.
Tn 1952 in Perris, he ran a great Tent
Revival where many miracles happened.
He continued in the vineyard until 1954
when he was called to pastor Mt. Zion
C.O.G.I.C. He and his faithful members
moved and in 1955 his wife Jo Berneice
co-founded New Jerusalem COGIC on L
Street in an old fue station. Many souls
were saved and his membership grew.
The church blessed the community with
a "store house" food for the needy.
Elder Pugh had energy. and in 1960
pastored two churches, one in Perris ~d
his own flock in San Bernardino. He also
served as the Assistant Pastor to a church
ill' Los Angeles for nearly a year. In 1966
his attention was turned to purchasing a
new church. He was willing to give up
his offerings to save for the down payment and by August 20, 1967 the members caravanned to their present location
on 21st and Pico and renamed it Greater
New Jerusalem C.O.G.I.C.
Elder Linton Lenoir pastor of
Holyland COGIC and Administrative
Assistant to the National church leader

Bishop Charles E. Blake said of Elder
Pugh, "He's been faithful in the ministry.
He was a preacher of the gospel, and
evangelist and conscious. He was true to
his word and an all around Godly man."
This from a man who has known Elder
Pugh since he pastored in Perris.
Much younger than the two is Philip
Powell, pastor of the Centre at Highland,
he said that one thing you don't see anymore are men who have the gift to develop men. "The Lord laid it on my heart to
be a blessing to the pioneers of the Black
church, so for the past 5 or 6 years I have
been very closely working with him. He
is a leader of leaders and a developer of
men, a rare thing these days," said Pastor
Powell.
The two days of services will be held
May _30, 2008 beginning with the
Viewing/from 2-6:00 p.m., the Wake will
immediately follow at Greater New
Jerusalem COGIC, the Funeral Service
will be held Saturday, May 31 at I:00
p.m. at New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church, 157~,,W. 17th St. Bishop Charles
Blake will prelich the Eulogy.
He leaves 'to cherish his ministry,
wife, Angelina, his son, Herbert Chester
II and daughter Virgil Ann Sells, Debra
Simpson, 18 blended children by 3 wives
who preceded him in death, 50 grandchildren, and a host of other relatives.

coffee and salt water taffy. During the
Mt. Vernon Parade he would arrive in
a caravan of antique automobiles
accompanied by Black, white antl
Latino civic leaders."
"We gave store charge accounts to
loyal customers and summer jobs to
neighborhood teens. The school bus
stopped at the front door." Irons
remembers the Westside business corridor as a place where kids came for
ice cream, fresh baked cupcakes an_d
help with homework after school. Sb,e
said when the freeway came through
rerouting traffi~ to the east one by one
neighborhood busin\:sses dried up or
relocated elsewhere in the city. Jobs
disappeared, families moved out and
crime and hopelessness moved iri.
"Purposeful or unintended , what
occurred was a shameful act of discrimination," said Irons who is a successful grocer at the famed Los
Angeles Farmer's Market which
boasts more than 100 shops, restaurants and grocers.
Sixth Ward Councilmember Rikke
Van Johnson whose district encompasses the Westside says the community continues to wrestle with the economic death caused by tlle freeway
design , but he's hopeful the I-215
widening will stimulate a return to the
good ole' days .
"We' ve got one of the last open
spaces. Inevitably the widening and
redesign is going to bring some of
those people and businesses back."
The project involves adding a
See FREEWAY, Page A-4

Native San Bernardino
Woman Remembered as
the Anchor of her
Family
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

I

Blanche Brown

By Cheryl Brown

Blanche L. Brown the family anchor,
and sister of Lillie Brown was only 56
years old when she became ill three
weeks ago and suddenly passed away at
Kaiser Hospital, Fontana. Blanche, ;i
San Bernardino native, was a member
of Greater Bethel Missionary Baptist
Church and was faithful to her small
family. "She was the person in who held
the family together," said Lillie, her
only living sibling. Lillie speaks from
experience. Her husband, Blanche's
brother-in-law, the well known Wilbur
Brown passed away after a long illness
three months ago, and she was the rock
See BROWN, Page A-4

Mental ~ealth Focus of Riverside Police Department lraining
The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

Part I of II

By Mary Shelton

■

■

Miranda tried to reassure the mother
who was very apprehensive and
obtain more information to assess the
evolving situation .
After 30 minutes, the two officers
decided to 51/50 the teenager. And
then all four of them began talking
about what just happened.
This encounter did not take place in
k residence nor were the mother and
her daughter real. Instead, the,officers

Riverside
Police
Department
Officers Richard Glover and Paul
Miranda entered the house to talk to a
woman, who had called the police for
help after her teenaged daughter had
locked herself inside her bedroom . · were participating in a scenario as part
of a training class they were taking
While Glover intertwined questions
which was centered on mental health
about the daughter's favorite music
crisis intervention for law enforcewith those about her mental health,

ment officers. A training ideology
which in various forms and utilizing
different models is working its way
across _the country.
High profile incidents involving use
of force and fatal shootings has led
many law enforcement agencies to
rethink the strategies their officers use
to interface with mentally ill individuals . In the Riverside Police
Department, there had several in custody deaths involving individuals who
were either mentally ill or medically
incapacitated and unarmed when officers arrived . 1

The development of the current
training was sparked by the 2006 fatal
shooting of Lee Deante Brown , a
Black man who was paranoid schizophrenic. Department representatives
told community leaders the development of the training was long overdue
in the days following the shooting.
Now it was finally being realized.
During the fust week in January,
these four individuals who participated in the scenario were doing their
part to become part of a new police
department, better trained to handle
situations involving mentally ill indi-

victuals.
After they fmished the scenario , the
mother and daughter who were actually Claudia Smith and Anna Fuzie who
work with Riverside County's
Department of Mental Health critiqued the two officers on their actions
inside the house which was actually a
conference room inside the Magnolia
Police Station. Several conference
rooms had been converted for use to ·
stage various real-life scenarios that
law enforcement officers regularly
encounter.
Glover and Miranda were among

about 30 police officers taking the
new training course on how to recog~
nize mental illness in individuals,
match them up with available mental
health resources and how to interac't
with them in the field. The cours'e
which is 30 hours includes classroom
sessions , exercises , a tour of th~
Riverside County Regional Center;s
intake facility for 5 l /50 cases ano
training scenarios.
Part II Next Week
. I

■

•
■
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Moreno·Valley Police Was On AWitch Hunt
Against Black Barbers
~

"We were not told police were looking for criminal activity"
tates Kristy Underwood, Director of California Board of
!Barbering and Cosmetology in Sacramento. This is in stark con•
~rast to what we have been led to believe from the City of
~Moreno Valley and the police department. They said that they
~ere doing routine inspections similar to how they do to estab,lishments that sell cigarettes and alcoholic beverages. If this was
~
so, why would the police
dress in riot gear and mislead other government
agencies involved in their
inspection?
Why would the police
involve searching customers if they 'wanted to
inspect for business licenses? Why would they search
customers for weapons and
drugs if they were searching for business compliance? No the
police, which is under the Riverside County Sheriff's department authority, had a different agenda. Their agenda was to put
Black businesses out of business while violating their constitutional fourth amendment rights in the process.
We have not officially heard from Riverside County Sheriff
Stanley Sniff to know if the police Chief Rick Hall is under investigation for this blunder; if not, why not? From what I know
itbout Sheriff Sniff he will not tolerate this kind of action from
his staff and thus should let us know if an investigation is being
conducted.
Several things are becoming clear, the barbers are not going
10 stop and I don't blame them, the community is not going to
stop and I don't blame them, the Board of Barbering and
Cosmetology is not going to be a party to this witch hunt and I
don't blame them and ACLU might get involved with the issue
and I hope they do. Now that new leadership has taken place at
~he national level of the NAACP, I am confident they will be
jnterested in this issue. I would like to know if the police tried to
get a search warrant from the courts before they hood winked
the state agency. If they did, I would like to know why they were
'denied the request. I have been informed that this issue has
,gained the concerns and interest from Black barbers around the
state and country.
' Yes I'm sure, Police Chief Hall took this action against ~hese
barbers because he thought they would not complain, get•support from the community nor know bow to organize to defend
themselves, boy is he surprised. This is a witch hunt where it
looks like the witch gets caught.

SAMPLE BALLOT
62nd Assembly District
Wilmer Amina Carter ........................................................................................................................................................
43rd Congressional District
Joe Baca .............................................. .... ................ :.......... , ................................................... .. ....................................... .
1st District Supervisor
Bob Buster .. ........................................... .. ............................................................. ...................... ................ .............. .. ..... .
3rd District Supervisor
Jeff Stone .... .............................................. ... ...................................... ............... .. ........................ ........................ ............. .
County Supervisor
Josie Gonzales ................................................................................................................................................... ............. .
3rd District Supervisor
Dennis Hansberger .............................................................................................. ............ ............................................... ..
1st District Supervisor
Bob Buster ........................................................ :................................................. .. .. .. .... :..... ...... .. ...... .. ............................ ..
3rd District Supervisor
,
.
Jeff Stone ... ................................................ ..................... ................... ,....... ,............ .. .......... ........ ........ .................. ........... .
Democractic Central Committee
Cheryl Brown ................ ................................................. .............. ...... :........................................................................... ,.. .

.

Artist Gilbert ... ................................................ ....................................................... .. ....... .. .. ................ .. ........................... .
Ann Knickerbocker .............. .............. ... ..:..... .. .... ............................ .. .. ................. ......... ......... .. ....................................... .
Christina Marquez ......................................................... .. .. .... ............................................................... .. ............. ............ .

State Measures
Proposition 98 ................ .. ...... .............. .... ....... -............... ... ....... .. ........ .................... .... ...................... ...... .. ... ............... NO
Proposition 99 ... ..... ......................................................... ...... .......... ...... ...................................................... .... ........ .... .NO

Statement from Hillary Clinton
Hillary Clinton iss11ed the followi,:,g stale•
ment in ~randon, SD:
"Earlier today I was discussing the
Democratic primary history and in the course
of that discussion mentioned the campaigns
that both my husband and Senator Kennedy
waged in California in June 1992 and I968
and I was referencing those to make the point
that we have had nomination primary contests
that go into June. That's a historic fact. The
Kennedys have been much on my mind the
last days because of Senator Kennedy and I

regret that if my referencing that moment of
trauma/ or our entire nation, and particularly
for the Kennedy family was in any way offensive. I certainly had no intention of that,
whatsoever. My view is that we have to look
to the past and to our leaders who have
inspired us and give us a lot to live up to, and
I'm honored to hold Senator Kennedy's seat
in the United States Senate from the state of
New York and have the highest regard for the
entire Kennedy family."
Transcript fromthe Argus-Leader's editorial board meeting:

San Bernardino County Voters
Joe Baca for 43rd .Congressional District·
Wilmer Amina Carter for 62nd Assembly District
Josie Gonzales for 5th District Supervisor
Dennis Hansberger for 3rd District Supervisor
,• Riverside:
Bob Buster for 1st District Supervisor
; Jeff Stone.for 3rd District Supervisor

f:
i•

:: Democratic Central Committee
(. Cheryl Brown
Artist Gilbert
Ann Knickerbocker
Christina Marquez

i•
r State Measures

,·,
.:;
1',.

No on 98 and 99
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Major Media America Has Lost
Its Way In Educating The Public

f'

The reality of how brief childhood is
recently hit me with the force of a hammer.
My wife and I received a permission slip for
our fifth grader son to attend his elementary
school's sex education program. The curriculum consisted of a film followed by discussion with ·a nurse and a faculty member male for the boys, female for the girls.
Prior to receiving our permission, the
school invited parents to view the film and
thumb through the material. I took them up
on their offer. This is California after all.
In fifth grade, students are being introduced to puberty and hygiene. Piece of cake!
I can talk about deodorant and acne all day.
It's all the other stuff that gets me stuttering
between too much information and not
enough.
Afew years ago while watching the Super
Bowl halftime show, my sons commented
that the musician Prince looked like a girl.
The adults snickered. I then offered that
when I was a boy, my mother never allowed
me and my sisters to watch Little Richard on
television. My eldest asked, "Why?" That's
when I began to stutter. I looked lo the other
adults in the room for help. My friends were
more than willing to scarf down my food, but

By Marc H. Morial

For the past several months, I have had my own personal boy-

pott of some news media programs because they have been like
,laity soap operas. Everyday they talk about the same things like
i, iritney Spears, Paris Hilton, OJ. Simpson and on the political
i ide they use the same so-called political experts to try and deterJnine the strategy for, Hillary Clinton to win the nomination.
~olf Blitzer and Anderson ·Cooper of CNN have wasted ,more
time on these non-essential issues while George Bush and his
~dministration aid the oil industries in robbing us blind and
j,vrecking the economic foundation of America•. Other trl.ajo11
;iiedia like Fox News with the exception of Bill Hemmer and
~egyn Kelly, are no better. George Stephanopolous and Charles
Pibson of ABC spent 45. minutes recently with Barack Obama
~nd Hillary Clinton one evening asking questions dealing with
~e political strategy of the candidates instead of how they would
lnake policies to improve our lives if elected. These news media
eutlets have taken on ,an entertainment slant rather than news
~at will improve our lives or keep us from a misguided government. All have been guilty of this pursuit of non-essential life
».reatening news reporting. All of them have also given our gov~rnment a free ride on the war in Iraq, the handling of Katrina,
the housing industry and large corporate huge profits. ,

E' These same four mega news organizations, as they are called

Wour free society, have crawled into bed with the very institu:

~ons they are supposed to watch, investigate and report on their
Jctivities on behalf of a free citizenry. They have become a part
pf the system and act as caretakers of the system. This has been
&ood for community based local owned media such as ours even
tbough major advertisers continue to line the pockets of majo11
media with their advertising.
·
I am thankful we have the internet as a vehicle to report on
issues because it.has given us, Black Media, a vehicle in which we
can get our stories and issues out into the mainstream. Yes, the
major media has lost 'its way and the Black Press is still
"Pleading our own cause" in a world and country that is eage
for news media organizations they can trust and believ~.

~~~-------.~~----~~-...........

----~~

couldn't fault her. She is really between a
rock and a hard place. As an employee of the
school district, she is not allowed to mention
God. Outside of encouraging kids to use protection, she can't suggest any behavior is
right or wrong. She is not allowed to offer any
moral judgment. And to tell you the truth, I
wouldn't want her to. (This is California after
all.) The school should teach biology.
Putting it in a moral context is the job of parents. ,
As J listened to the discussions of the par• ents, it became clear that as awkward as I may
find iuch conversations, I need to do my job
and have the conversation -- the sooner the
better. He will have questions. I know I did.
And I have to do a better job at answering
them than my father did with me.
Joseph C. Phillips
Following my sixth grade sex education
suddenly they didn't know my name. Even class, I came home eager to share this new
my wife pretended to be busy as I tap danced knowledge with my father. Unfortunately in
the time between the class and my father getthrough my answer.
I noticed a similar tap dance when the ting home, I had forgotten half of what I
nurse began to answer questions the parents learned, and mixed up the rest. My father, the
asked following the film: "What about pediatrician, grew impatient as I fumbled tryhomosexuality? What about premarital sex?" ing to relay all that I had learned. "That's
These are sensitive issues and the nurse's incorrect," he barked. "You have it backanswers were political to say the least. I wards," he sighed. What I remember most
from that talk is a lot of exasperation on his
part. It isn't surprising then that as I got

older, I never went to him again.
As all of my sons mature, ifl want them to
come to me with their questions, if I want
them to trust that their father will give them
the straight scoop on life,'love' aHd·relation•
ships, it is essential that I make certain they
know that I am available, willing - even
eager to sit down at any time and answd
questions with love, humor and patience.
I have heard that children need to be
exposed to a concept three times in order for
it to really sink in. I have had some introduc'.
tory talks with my eldest. I will count that as
one. His viewing of this film will count as
two. When he gets home, I had better sehedule number three.
Immediately prior to viewing the film, I
had been going through a stack of baby pie{
tures, remembering fondly our very first fam~
ily portrait and how my son spit up on m,:
black shirt immediately after the photogra;
pher finished. Now here I was preparing tJ
have the first of what will no doubt be man;
talks about the birds and the bees. It ha]}':
pened so fast.
Joseph C. Phillips is the author of "He
Talk like A White Boy" available whereve;
books are sold.
•

Remember Katrina
NNPA Columnisl

t•

around long enough.
My husband did not wrap up the nomination in 1992 until he won the California primary somewhere in the middle of June, right?
We all remember Bobby Kennedy was
assassinated in June irr California. I don'J
understand ii. There's lots of speculation
about why it is.
Q: What is your speculation?
I don't know. I find it curious. And I don't
want to attribute motives or strategies to peo,
pie because I don't really know, but it's a his,
torical curiosity to me.

The Birps and the Bees

,, June 3rd Election Recommendations
I want to remind our voters that June 3rd is Election Day and
it is very important to go and vote. Not many races have individual opponents in the primaries but individuals who will face oft
with opposition in November. In these races where competitio
is present and the candidate selection is important, to our readers I am offering you my choices:

HRC: People have been trying to push me
out of this ever since Iowa.
Q: Why?
HRC: I don't know. I don't know. I find it
curious. Because it is unprecedented in history. I don't understand it. Between my opponent and his camp and some in the media
there has been this urgency to end this. And
historically, that makes no sense. So I find it
a bit of a mystery.
Q: So you don't buy the party unity argument?
HRC: I don't because again I've been

A deadly cyclone in Myanmar.
A devastating earthquake in China.
Cataclysmic twisters across the American
Midwest. It seems that almost everyday,
there is a natural disaster that comman9s the
world's attention and compassion. That so
many have done so much for people both
near and far is a sign of the basic decency of
human beings in general and Americans in
particular.
Almost three years ago, when Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita struck our gulf coast, we
saw a similar outpouring of attention and
support. One of the lessons of Katrina is that
the needs of people affected by these horrific
disasters persist long after the cameras and
di~nitaries have moved on. Significant parts
of the city of New Orleans, as well as the
coastal regions of Mississippi and Alabama
still need our help and I am proud that the
National Urban League has not forgotten.
One of the things that makes the National
IJrban League so unique is our ability to
quickly respond to local and regional crises
through our
network
of strong affiliates
I
.
across the country.
Immediately after the storms struck, and it
became evident that the federal response was
woefully inadequate, we joined with the
Congressional Black Caucus and others to
call for a Katrina Bill of Rights which would
guarantee the tens of thousands of displaced
citizens the right to recover, return, rebuild,
work
and
vote.
Those principles have continued to guide
many of the private and public recovery
efforts that hav~ sprung up since August of
2005.
Part of our long.term outreach has included the development of the Gulf Coast

Economic
Empowerment
Program
(GCEEP). BP America has partnered with us
to establish the GCEEP that has helped more
tl1an 400 small and minority construction-·
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related firms in the region participate in redevelopment projects. With nearly $10 billion
worth of public and private projects up for
grab, we believe that small ,and minority
businesses must get their fair share.
As part of the GCEEP, we are conducting
a series of Empowerment Tours, to put local
small and minority businesses directly in
touch with government and private contractors in need of contracting assistance.
Upcoming tours will be held in Lake Charles,
LA on May 21, Port Arthur, Texas on July 9
and New Orleans in September.
Tlie noted hurricane forecast team at
Colorado State University has predicted a
•:well above average" storm season this year,
with at least one major hurricane expected to
bit the United States. We hope that the nation
has learned from the lesson of Katrina that
we must be ready to respond as soon as these
storms hit and long after they have gone.
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UCR Sees
Demand
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RIVERSIDE

Demand is up for the Riverside
campus by about 20 percent over
last year

Nearly 5 ,000 freshmen and 555
transfer students have declared
their intent to register for classes at
the University of California,
Riverside , this fall, an increase of
about 20 percent when compared
with the previous year.
As of May 23, UC Riverside
had 4 ,828 Statements of Intent to
Register (SIRs) from first-time
freshmen and another 555 from
students who want to transfer in
from other colleges.
James Sandoval, vice chancellor
of student affai rs, said VCR
expects to enroll about 4,300 new
students for fall 2008 . ·
"This year's strong increase in
SIR rates is a powerful recognition
of UC Riverside's status as a campus of first choice for students , parents and high school teachers and
couns.e lors," said Sandoval. " We
encourage students from an early
age to make a commitment to college and take the classes they need
to be eligible for the UC system.
We are always very proud when
the campus they choose is
Riverside."
Sandoval said one encouraging
statistic is the growing number of
students from Northern California
!Who are choosing UCR. '"This fall
our numbers from that part of the
state will be up by about 32 percent," he said.
, In January, . University of
California officials announced that
2 1,496 freshmen applied to UCR
and 4z568 transfer students, which
is the largest application pool in the
history of UC Riverside.
. The priority SIR deadline was
May 1 for incoming freshmen , but
forms are still coming in and being
considered . The SIR deadline for
µansfer students is June l . ·
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Gloria Negrete McLeod Named Honorary Member Of FHA-Hero
The Black Voice News
SACRAMENTO

California FHA-HERO named State
Senator Gloria Negrete McLeod (D·
Chino) an honorary member of the
organization in a ceremony held
Wednesday, May 14 at the State
Capitol.
"We're grateful for her efforts supporting legislation that would provide
more staff and more resources for
Home Economics Careers and
Technology Education," said Janice
DeBenedetti, state FHA-HERO adviser. "Our students and teachers have
benefited greatly from her leadership."
The awards presentation was conducted by the six state officers for
California FHA-HERO: President
Emily Mastrolia of Antioch; Vice
President Cody Nore of Ofoville ;
Secretary Darryl Johnson of Concord;
Treasurer Bethany Stanton of Lake
Isabella; Historian Bridget Deaton of
Angels Camp and Reporter Sarah
Rosendahl of Chino.
DeBenedetti also noted that Negrete
McLeod has arranged visits to the
State Senate chambers for state and
regional FHA-HERO officers, and has
issued two proclamatiqns highlighting
the contributions FHA-HERO has

Sen. Gloria Negrete Mcleod :

2008-09 State FHA-HERO Officers. From left to right are: Brittany Stanton, Treasurer, Kern Valley High School,
Lake Isabella; Cody ~ore, Vice President, Las Plumas High School, Oroville; Emily Mastrolia, President, Deer
Valley High Scliool, Antioch; Darryl Johnson, Secretary, Mt. Diablo High School, Concord; Bridget Deaton,
Historian, Bret Harte High School, Angeles Camp; and Sarah Rosendahl, Reporter, Chino High School, Chino.

made to society. Both of the'proclamations are displayed in the FHA-HERO
headquarters office in Sacramento,
DeBenedetti said.
FHA-HERO is a student leadership
organization for students enrolled in
home economics courses in Californ ia

high schools Regional Occupations
Programs and some middle schools.
These courses prepare students for
careers in three employment sectors,
which are Hospitality, Tourism &
Recreation (which includes Culinary
Arts); Fashion & Interior Design; and

Education, Child Development &
Family Services.
Home Economics Careers and
Technology Education, part of the
California Department of Education,
oversees the FHA-HERO program.
FHA-HERO is part of a national

organization formed more than 5 ,
years ago, which was formerly known
as Future Homemakers of America,
but is nOIV called Family, Career and
Community Leaders of America.
•
The "HERO" portion of the state
organization's name reflects a change
in focus, as it stands for Home
Economics Related 'occupations.
Although most if not all FHA-HERO
members will pursue careers outside
their home, California organization
leaders opted to keep FHA part of th~
name because of widespread familiari•
ty with the organization. ·

8th Annual Riverside Juneteenth Celebration:
renovation and upgrades during this
time period.
The historically free fam ily orientThe 8th Annual Ri verside ed event will feature historical preJuneteenth Celebration will take sentations, a mini museum (includplace on the first Saturday in June. ing the Ashanti Kingdom of
This kickoff celebration for the Ghan a/ The
Afro-Mexican
month will take place on June 7 , Connection), film screenings (The
2008 at a new location, Bobby Life and Times of Marcus Garvey
Bonds Park, 2060 University /Ave., presented by the Cultural Education
Riverside at 12 noon to 6:00 p.m . • Project), book signings by Trisha
The event's normal locatibn of Thomas, community agencies
Bordwell Park will be ·undergoing _ (information on saving your home
The Black Voice News
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Man Finds 30-Carat Diamond After ·.
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from foreclosure), gi veaways, food
and merchandise vendors, wonderfu l entertainment and a mini concert.
For more information , vendor
applications, sponsorships and audience participation , log on to the
website
at
www.RiversideJuneteenth.org or
call 24/7,877-752- 1619.
JUNETEENTH is a holiday that
celebrates the Emancipation of
African Americans from slavery but
has come to signify much more. It is
celebrated in June, the month that
the last African Americans were
infonned of their Emancipation.
On September 22, 186'.f, during
the Civil War ( 186f.-1865),

backyard. When asked why he was digging holes
in hi backyard he pain!~ Iy replied: "None of
your dang business!"
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We are:

celebration of the ending of slavery.
What began as a Texas holiday t<?
celebrl}te Emancipation, became a
holiday celebrated throughout the
US. Today, Juneteenth commemo,
rates African American freedom and
emphasizes education and achieve:
ment. It is a day, a week, and ip
some areas a month, marked with
celebrations, guest speakers, pie;
nics , and family gatherings. It is a
time for reflection and rejoicing. It is
a time for assessment, self-improve:
ment, and for planning the future. ··
Juneteenth has come to symbolize
for many African Americans what
the 4th of J uly symbolizes for all
Americans: FREEDOM.

R COUNTY- Tom W applied Them-Gesi

on hi aching houlder and miraculously discovered
a 30-caral di.amond while digging ho! in hi

W e are:

President Abraham Lincoln issued
the Emancipation Proclam ation. The
Proclamation took effect on January
1, 1863. The Civil War ended in
April 1865. Following the end of the
War, US Government officials were
dispatched to order southern states
to comply with the Emancipation
Proclamation and by June they
arrived in Texas.
On June 19, 1865, Major General
Gordon Granger, representing the
United States Government, landed
at Galveston Texas and issued a general order from the President of the
United States that declared that all
slaves were free.
Juneteenth is the oldest known
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mixed flow and carpool lane both
northbound and southbound from just
north of Interstate 10 to State Route
210. Widening and realigning of the
freeway will improve access to the
west of Interstate 215 and e nhance
safety with the removal of entrances
and exits from the fast lane and the
addition of more conventional diamond interchanges.
In 2003, an average of 83 ,000 vehicles per day traveled through this section of Interstate 2 I 5. The number is
expected to grow to 135,000 vehicles
per day by 2030.

a good dad. Pastor Larry Campbell said,
"make no mistake about it, she is saved!"
He said tMy were in marriage counsel,
ing readying for the marriage and he gof
to know both Jordan aad Dozier well.
And he gave a challenge to the congregation to look at their own lives, could they
say the same? "l know where she is!" he
said.

allows us to make up for the repayment reduction, and if we cont(nue to
increase our patient retention, we' ll
have additional patient visits that will
offset any reduction in Med_icare pay-

LaSalle patients showed that fully
100% of those surveyed said, "The
physician
listened
carefully,
explained things to me and was
respectful." And this feeling goes
beyond the doctor in question,
extending to the entire staffs at all the
LaSalle clinics with 98% of the
p·atients noting, "The LaSalle staff
was very courteous and respectful."
As any businessperson knows ,
however, to continue helping people,
the company has to keep its doors
open, to be profitable. And , in spite of
focusing on the uninsured and lowincome patients, LaSalle does just
fine. "Our goal is to keep our expenses low while providing everyone high
qua lity health care," Dr. Arteaga said.
"It is a challenge, but I have found
this approach to be successfu l. The
customers who can pay do so, and it
more offsets those who can't."
Born in San Diego of a Seventhday Adventist missionary father from
Michoacan, Mexico, Arteaga says,
"As the son of an Adventist minister,
I know I have an obligation to help
whenever I can. That is what we do."
He came by his love o f, and cares for,
people honestly. It was natural that
the young p-1an took to medical training and completed his degree from
Universidad LaSalle in Mexico City.

His graduation in 1976 was followed
by four years of general practice .
Following of his internship at Loma
Linda Uni:versity Medical Center he
opened practice in Fontana in 1984.
The practice expanded, doctors
and staff were added to efficiently
serve the growi ng patient load. Soon
enough, LaSalle Medical Associates,
formed in 1996, added two clinics in
·san Bernardino , one in Hesperia and
another in Lake Elsinore. Today, the
LaSalle staff totals 115 employees
with 13 physicians, two physician
assistants and a nurse practitioner. In
2007, the LaSalle clinics welcomed
108,061 patient visits.
While initially focusing on serving
children of the lower income and disabled, Arteaga then realized the re
were even greater community needs.
With his guidance, LaSalle expanded
its service to include family and internal
medicine,
and
obstetrics/gynecology. All stemming from
Arteaga's "obligation to help whenever I can ."
Preventive heal th care is another of
the LaSalle objectives.
Life is not w ithout its snags, however. In the case of medical practices
accepting Medicare patients, the proposed JO% reduction in government
medical payment is attention getting
to most providers . For LaSalle, however, it's not time for hand wringing.
"Because of our organization's structure," explains Dr. Arteaga , "we can
take more patients, if Medicare

Black communities. I-215 is no different." Grice is optimistic · that the
widening project w ill stimulate some
business development but believes
that the damage is done.
"Real or imagined, there is a stigma
attached to the Westside. For decades
large scale housing de velopers were
given redevelopment incentives to
build to the east, south and north ."
Grice predicts when the economy
improves job creation is more likely to ·
take place around Redlands to the east
and in communities flanking Cal State
University SB .
If the downtown revitalization is
realized that should attract small business and low wage jobs. But large
employers offering careers are more
likely to follow the people to vibrant

communities with existing infrastructures , schools hospitals and businesses. "lt's hard to teach old dogs new
tricks," she said .
But Grice whom many old timers
refer to as the 'great thinker' still holds
out hope for the Westside. "We're not
giv ing up . We've got discussions
underway." When Kai·ser and other
plants were closing and employers
turned their backs on San Bernardino
Grice was able to bring together government officials on local, state and
national levels with professional businesses and local residents: Her efforts
resulted in the city receiving the coveted All America City Award, proudly
worn for years by the entire city and
for years showcased in the Rose Bowl
Parade.

Continued from Front Page
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FREEWAY

ences with Brittany and how the family
knew she was the one for their son. "She
was the one he loved," they said.
But it was James Jordan who passionate!; spoke to the fathers in the entire
congregation, "l want to speak to fathers ,
tell your children that you love them .
Take time to do as many things as you
can with them. Do not take everything
for granted," he said. He said that he had
no regrets because he knew he had been

BRITTANY

-FOOD
lost his wife to cancer in 2007 reluctantly applied for public assistance. As he
shopped for food at a big box warehouse
store, he explained that his income selling luxury cruises which depends largely on commission, has plummeted as
Americans have cut back on spending.
And his long commute to work in
Orange County is decimating his paycheck.
Moore said he tried to avoid applying
for food stamps for months by buying
rice by the JO-pound bag and saving on
a $40-a-week "meat plan" that provided
him with discount ground beef. He can·
no longer afford the ' luxury' of eating
out. Last week he left his church's food
pantry clutching a bag of oranges, carrots , 2 loaves of bread, a block of cheese
and a gallon of milk.
Moore is sitting on a $33,000 hospital
bill the result of his late wife's lengthy
illness and to make matters worse he is
bracing for the adjustable arm on his
mortgage to soar within a year.
In the last year, the price of food items
consumed at home has gone up by 5 percent nationwide, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. The price of
milk and rice has risen by 13 percent;
the cost of eggs by 30 percent.
In the coming year, USDA is predicting retail food prices will go up another
5 percent; some analysts say it could rise
by as much as' 10 percent.
Although the increase in food stamps
usage is a symptom of an ailing economy, state officials are trying to turn the
increased demand into a positive opportunity by using newspaper, radio and television ads to educate residents about
the help available and get more people
who need aid to sign up .
. In San Bernardino the number of people on food stamps has climbed to
almost 166,000 clients - authorities estimate that 320,000 people qualify for the
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gone the next," he ;aid s01Towfully. Her
sister, Brandi said that she was waiting
for a call from Brittany, when she
appeared to her and said everything was
going to be alright.
The baby's grandparents James and
Christina Clark spoke of tbeir experi-

ARTEAGA
Continued from Front Page

Photo courtesy of San Bernardino Public Library
San Bernardino Westside residents remember the good ole days when social
functions like this· one at the now closed American Legion Post 1954 were part
of a thriving community snuffed out by the 1-215 bypass. Even some who left
believe the freeway widening will bring people, jobs and businesses back.
assistance but don't use it, either
because they don't know they can get it,
are daunted by the application process,
or don't want the stigma. In Riverside
County nearly 200,000 people are eligible but don' t use the benefits.
That was before Electroni'c Benefit
Transfer (EBT). California no longer
uses tho e tell-tale paper coupons. To
help enhance security and reduce the
stigma often associated with receiving
food stamps, benefits are transferred
electronically into a special account on a
monthly basis. Families are given a
debit card. They can access their benefits by using their EBT card at point-of
sale (POS) machines located right at the
checkout counter at grocery and retail
locations across the state.
Benefits can.not be used to buy nonfood items like toothpaste, household
supplies , personal care products, alcohol
or medicine.
"A half-century of economic discrimination will be rectified by the
widening, allowing the community to
promote new businesses along those
transit corridors bringing about a
much needed financial boon," said
Johnson.
But few people know the painful
realities caused by I-2 15 tpore than
longtime activist Francis Grice
founder of Second Chance, ,a high tech
training and educational facility for
disadvantaged youth, welfare recipients and workers displaced by plant
closures, of which there were many in
the early 70's in the Inland Empire.
For nearly three decades Grice worked
to achieve racial harmony and helped
hundreds of people launch minority
owned businesses in San Bernardino

To qualify applicant must be U.S. citizens or meet special non citizen criteria.
Most applicants between 16 and 60 must
work , be looking for work or be enrolled
in employment training unless they meet
special exemptions. Applicants must be
deemed fmanci!IIIY needy based on federal poveny limits, family size and living expenses, such as the cost of housing.
Individuals who are convicted of
using or possessing drugs are now eligible to receive food stamps as long as
they meet certain requirements.
Applications for food stamps are
available by phone, in person, by fax by
mail or online.
Call (951 )· 358-3000 Riverside
County · Department of Public Social
Services;
(909)
386-9502
San
Bernardino County Human Services.

As an activist and entrepreneur living in lhe Westside during the early
sixties, Grice recalls a vibrant community laced with restaurants, schools, a
bank, a thriving hospital, gas stations,
a mortuary and places that took kids
off the street.
" From city leaders to families . people were involved in the life of the
community. Civic organizations and
school s would ho ld functions like hopscotch tournaments for the kids. Social
organizations like the American
Legion and the Eastern Star were
havens for elaborate parties, dances
and weddings. When 1-2 15 came
through it bypassed the West ide a nd
choked the economic and social li_fe
out of it," said Grice. "Historically
fre_eways have never been friendly to
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ments."
The LaSalle medical cl inics are at
17577 Arrow Blvd . in Fontana, 1505
West 17th St. and 565 N. Mt. Vernon
Ave . in San Bernardino, 16455 Main
St. in Hesperia and in Lake Elsinore
at 31762 Mission Trail.
For additional information about
LaSalle Medical Associates, call
(909) 890-0407 or go on line to
lasallemedical .com.

BROWN
Continued from Front Page
that l'.illie leaned on.
[n her spare time she loved arts and
crafts and was proficient in the art of
making greeting cards to cheer up others. "She was so good that she actually
taught the class," said her sister.
Blanche worked for the County of San
Bernardino Public Works Department
for over 30 years . She was the
Reproductive Operator and was
groomed to be able to take over the
department when her deprutment head
retired. She was educated in local
schools, ·graduated
from
San
'Bernardino High School (1969) and
attended Cal State University, San
Bernardino.
Known to take care of her nieces and
nephews, she had no children of her
own. She leaves to celebrate her life,
sister, Lillie, nieces , Jackie Bradley,
Henrietta Brown, Ni ecy Brown ,
Monica Sifford; nephews Willie
Robert , Jr., Anthony, Corwin and
Kenny Brown and sister-in-laws
Henrietta and Truda Brown.
~he was preceded in death by her
mother Eula Mae and father, R. E .
Brown, Sr., brothers; R .E. Brown, Jr,
Albert, Robert, Sr, (Maria Gooden
Brown) sisters; Eula and Arneed,
Brown, Damon Frazier and Carolyn
Brown .
The Viewing service will be held on'
May 29, 4-8 at Final Tribute Funeral
Services, 738 S. Waterman Ave, C-38
and the funeral will be held on May 30
at 11:00 a.m . at New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church , 1575 W. 17th Street,
Intern1ent, Pioneer Cemetery.
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Reduce Your
Exposure To
Plastic
Dear Dr. Levister: 1am an admitted
plastic fanatic. I prepare and preserve
food in it, drink fluids from plastic
containers. My children's toys are plastic. Is there a risk of unhealthy exposure?· R.H.
Dear RH. The jury is still out over
whether the chemicals leaching out of
plastic can be detrimental to your
health and if so how much exposure is
too much. Several large studies have
raised valid concerns. Here's what I
tell my patients. 'Limit your exposure
to plastic' .
Avoid placing hot food or liquids in
plastic containers. Use glass, ceramic
or stainless steel containers instead.
Heating plastics to high temperatures
promotes the leaching of chemicals out
of containers and into the food or liquid they hold. (Freezing liquids in plastic bottles apparently poses no 'discernable' risk.)
Get in the habit of serving food and
eating from glass or stainless steel containers and serving trays. _Keep a set of
metal eating utensils in your work desk
or car.
' Do not microwave · or heat plastic
wraps. Those that are labeled
"microwave safe" should be placed
loosely over containers. Make sure
they do not touch the food.
' Buy products in cardboard cartons
instead of plastic containers. When the
supermarket bagger asks "paper or
plastic, think healthy body, healthy
environment.
When possible choose personal care
products packaged in glass such as nail
polish, fragrances, lotions, and hair
products.
Insist on buying spices, herbs; and
health _supplements (vitamins) packaged in glass bottles.
' Look for toys, baby bottles and containers claiming to be BPA-free.
Gerber's Clearview BQttles are BPAfree; a three-pack costs about $3 at
Target.

Fatal Vehicle
: Collision on Wells
Avenue
fhe Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

: A 27 year old Riverside resident died
Tuesday morning in a single vehicle crash
after his vehicle left the roadway and collided with a palm tree.
: Riverside Police Department responded
(o the scene at 3:39 a.m. on Wells Avenue
\l,'est of Crest Avenue.
• The car was occupied by one male, a27year-old from Riverside, and no passengers.
According to witnesses, the 1997 white
Lincoln Continental was traveling west~ound· on Wells Avenue at a high rate of
speed 1yhen it lost control striking two trees
on the north side of the street.
The solo male driver died at the scene.
Officers froro Riverside Police Department
responded ,to investigate the collision.
Anyone with information helpful to this
investigation is asked to contact Riverside
Police Department at (95 1) 353-7100.

chotic minds of White supremacy advocates,
defines Psychosis as "a level of disordered
thinking in which the person is unable to distinguish reality from fantasy ... " Tolbert
(Textbook of Psychiatry pl36) states that in
paranoia and psychosis, intrqjections and
projection are primary mechanisms of
defense. Projection is the fantasy of hurling
something disagreeable withfn oneself on to
a victim and thereby trying to make it a feature of the victim. A racist might say: "I
don't hate Blacks but Blacks hate me"-when it is the opposite of truth.
But why has White supremacy arisen?
Fuller (in Welsing, The Isis Papers p4) says:
"The reason most white people hate Black
people is because whites are not Black people." From this, according to psychiatrist
Welsing, comes Reaction Formation-a
defense mechanism that converts something

''The psychotic yet comical reality of
White supremacy" says the world famous
psychiatrist Richard King (Why Darkness
Matters pl33), "witnesses a failure of 'growing up,' a failure to evolve from a nepphytic,
strictly logical left-brain stage of consciousness to the second stage, a stage of intelligence with inner vision and dual cortical
hemispheric integration, then further on to
the third stage of sons/daughters of light. .. "
Western psychiatric literature, silent on psy-

desired and envied but wholly unattainable-like blackness in skin color·- into
something discredited and despised.
Psychiatrists frequently use the pattern of
one's overt behavior (e.g. hate and disrespect) towards others as indications of what
isfelt fundamentally about ones self. Despite
White supremacy being a Superiority
Complex (a mask for an Inferiority
Complex), Welsing states that· racists lack
fundamental respect for their genetic white
self. One of the Reaction Formation and
Projection defense mechanisms used by
White supremists pertains to the necessity
they have to degrade, denigrate, and devalue
dark skin and any thing associated with oork
skin as well as fear that which is black.
Regarding Black people's selfhood and
operational world, in a sense Europeans are
historically like "Peeping Toms". This 1796

story alludes to tailor Tom, the only person
to watch the naked Lady Godiva as she rode
by on horseback . Tom was struck blind for
this sin. The ancient Greeks were so "blinded" by peeking through the window of the
Ancient African world that they (and the
~omans) declared black skin to be associated with high intelligence. During the
medieval period Europeans started converting their Inferiority Complex into White
supremacy•by means of the gun. Then, after
peeping into the brilliant world of Black
people, they used Reaction Fonnation and
Projection to make up absurdities that woula
feed their beyond ridiculous White supremacy concepts. Yet, the "naked" truth is that the
Amenta (the Nun, the Void, Nothingness)-the highest Cosmic realm of which the
human mind can reach--represents the body
of God. It is all Black. Melanin (Greek.,

melan-black) is now believed to connect
each member of the human (i.e. Black) fam-·
ily (and particularly by way of the nervous
system) with the Amenta. The most impor'.
tant Egyptian god, Osiris, is "Lord of the
perfect Black." In ancient cultures outside
Africa, Isis (the most important goddess of
Ancient Africa) and her son Horus were
known for being the original Black
Madonna and Child. Even the Bible indicates African ancestry in Jesus-see
Daniel 7:9; Ezekiel 8:1; Revelation 1:14,
15. The Jewish historian, Josephus,
descri~s Christ as "a man of simple appearance, mature age, dark skin with little hair".

website: www.jablifeskills.com
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D.

Justice Is Suppos~ To Be Blind And Sometimes It Really Is

D
I

Richard 0.

JONES
From listening to some in the media
and the Black community during the Jena
6 case, a couple months ago, in Louisiana,
somebody might think that only Black
teens are charged as adults in cases less

Lindsay, are being charged as adults. The
intent was to beat her and then post the
video on the video-sharing website
YouTube. They face charges, which could
have them receive a sentence of life in
prison.
On March 30, six teenage girls from
Florida c3!Tied out a brutal attack on 16year old Victoria Lindsay. The motivation
was apparent!y due lo heal between the
girls, which started on MySpace. They
also had two teen males act as their lookouts.
They video-taped the attack with the
intent to put the video up on YouTube.

The vi~eo that was shown was extremely
violent; as the girls repeatedly threw
blows to the head of Lindsay. They also
slammed her head into a wall, knocking
her out completely.
According to the affidavit, following
the beating the attackers put Lindsay in a
car . belonging to one of the attacker's
grandmothers, and then drove her around,
dumping her at an intersection. Mercades
Nichols, Britney Maye, and Brittini
Hardcastle all three 17 are all being
charged with felonious battery, as well as
kidnapping and false imprisonment.
Sixteen-year old Cara Murphy, 15-year

old Kayla Hassell, 14-year old April
Cooper, 17-year old Zachary Ashley, ancf
18-year old Stephen Schumaker face
charges of ,felonious battery as well as
false imprisonment.
Since they are being charged as adults,
the penalties are much greater. They face
the possibility of being sentenced to life in
prison due to the severity of the charges.

stone with a new name written on
it, known only to him who receives
it'" (Revelation 2: 17 ). Jesus calls
to you in the night, as you lie down
to sleep. He calls to you in the
morning ' when you awake. Let
yourself hear him. Listen for the
voice of the good shephe'rd, calling
you by name.

going on," but thank God no one
was hurt. Strange things are happening in our city, not only in our
city but all over the world. That is
why it is so important to Love.

with God's help. Please help me
"Celebrate" fathers in the month of
June.
'

Wendy is the founder and president of
Personal Services Plus, Inc., an Even/
Management
Company.
Visit
www.personalservicesplus.com or email ·
her at we11dy@personalservicesplus.com ..

Moreno Valley we have a lot
• going on, "What a storm we had

To the readers: Thank you from
the bottom of my heart for your

prayers, your calls and the concern
for me and my daughter. Regina is
doing great at home recovering
well, ·and I am doing well with
God's help and after spending time
at Riverside Community Hospital
this past week . Also thanks for the
Mother's month stories. Remember
Next Month is Father's Day Month ,
Looking forward to hearing from
you about you and your father and
the fond memoires and continuous
prayer for me and my family. 1 am
learning how to handle this illness

will hold a Reception titled: "Leaders For
Change Coming of Age." The Reception
will be held at Sony Pictures Studios in
Culver City. Reception to begin at
6:30pm and the Program will begin at
7:30pm. This event has different levels of

tact PSP, the event management company
assisting with th.is event at (626) 791 3847. You won't want to miss this event!
I've had tbe pleasure and honor of
working with Speaker Bass for close to 10
years and it makes me proud as an African
American woman to participate in this

historic occasion. I hope that you will all
be able to come out and support this
woman who's not only made history - but
also truly cares about the PEOPLE.
Give your all in all that you do. Then
the PLUS won't just be more, it will be the
difference!

Juanita

BARNES
Edith Bajema said: "Who you
are and who you will become, only
Jesus knows. He says, 'To him who
1
overcomes, I will give ... a white

than murder. The flame-fanners often fail
to speak about similar treatment involving
Whites; therefore, many AfricanAmericans think that only their children
are charged as adults due to racial discrimination. Although, as expected, the
parents of arrested teens charged as adults
cry foul. I am glad to see a little tough justice evenly distributed. Justice was blind
in Florida.
According to reports, April 10, 2008,
the six White teenage girls, students of the
same high school, as well as two White
teen boys from Florida, who carried out a
brutal attack on I 6-year old Victoria

HELLO MORENO VALLEY!

Sponsorships and Tickets. To learn more

on how you can participate please visit
www.LibertyHiU.org/inauguration or call
(310) 453-36 1I xi 17. Or you may call
the PSP office, the event management
Southern California it's here! Time to company assisting with this event at (626)
celebrate and participate in hi tory. 791-3847.
Speaker Karen Bass has been installed as
The very next morning; Friday, June
the 67th Spea)(er of the Hou e for the 6th at the Los Angeles Trade Tech College
State of California! She wants to make Grand Theater~ located at 400 West
sure the people of Southern California are Washington Boulevard, Los Angeles, will
able to participate so she's bringing every- be the "Los Angeles Inaugural
thing to Southern California (the "offi- Ceremony" For the 67th Speaker•of the
cial" ceremony was held in Sacramento a California State Assembly - The
couple of weeks ago).
Honorable Karen R. Bass . This event will
On Thursday, June 5th Liberty Hill . begin at I0:00 am and is free to the pubFoundation, Kafi D. Blumenfield, lic, but reservations are required. To
PresidentiCEO Liberty Hill Foundation RSVP please call (2 13) 620-2082 or con-
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l:,'s Restauttant

Summe r BBQ S pecial
We Cater
Weddings • Banquets • Private Parties

: blackvoicenews.com

1 SLAB OF BBQ RIB

BUY 2 SLABS OF BBQ RIBS

1 Whole Chicken

2 Whole BBQ Chickens

32 oz Baked Bean

64-oz Potato Salad

32 oz Potato Salad

64-0z Baked Bean

FOR ONLY

FOR ONLY

$39.99

$ 7 9.75

·--------------------------~
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·
$ 99

2 Eggs o,: 2 Bacon or
Sausage, Toast,
Smothered Potatoes

2
·--------------------------~
May not" combine offers.
Exp. 08/01/08
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3Jumbo Fried
Chicken Wings
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$79511 Caffish
Il Lunch
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Hours:
Mon-Wed BAm ToB PM
Thur. lo Fri. 8To 10

8022 L1monlte Ave. Suite , 01
(Ju,upa ~ Icy Speetruml

. (951) 681 1993

Moreno Valley would you please
make sure you vote. Let us make a
difference in this city for the best.
Remember to do your best to vote
to make a difference.

Email: richardojonesl@verizon.net ·

I will have more to say next
week, Thank you, remember to
read and learn who you are. But
most of all stay focused on all
world affairs.
BE BLESSED,
J.B .

ASSEMBlY MEMBER

WllMER AMINA CARTER
"Help Her Continue The fight
for Working f111ilies of the Inland E11pire!"

Education
Transportation
Health Care
Crime
Housing
Seniors
n Water
ronment

Youth
Jobs
Paid for by: Friends of Wilmer Amina Corter 08 • P.O. Box 1043 • Rialto, CA 923j] • ID #1293666 • (909) 879-1000
Website: www.carterforassembly62.com • Email: volunteer@carterforassembly62.com
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·where Have All The Ballplayers Gone?
The Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

Major League Baseball
makes commitment to
address diversity

A Homegrown
Alternative To
High Food
Prices
The Black Voice News

LOMA LINDA

By Samuel Havens
Special to The Black Voice News

Last Spring, on April 15th, Major
League Baseball celebrated the 60th
anniversary of Jackie Robinson's historic debut and the crossing of the baseball's color line. At Dodger Stadium,
Jackie's wife Rachel stood at an infield
podium and gazed at all the Los Angeles
Dodger players who stood along the
baseline, each wearing her husband's
number 42.
Over the years they came; Jackie
Robinson, Larry Doby, Buck O'Neil,
Ernie Banks, Hank Aaron, Willie Mays
and so on. The percentage of African
American baseball players had reached
over 30% by the I980's, yet the numbers
have dwindled in recent years. As
recently as 1995, 20% of all professional ballplayers were African American.
As the numbers fall below 9%, Major
League Baseball has taken an active role
.to reverse the µend .
'
I
·
· Photo by Alex Gaede
·Photo by Alex Gaede
Photo by Alex Gaede
The salutes and tributes to Jackie
Jermaine Curtis (A.B. Miller H.S.) is the catalyst for
Sammy Crawford, age 8, takes a good stance as Vladimir Guerrero • MVP m 2004 and
Robinson are nice, very special indeed, the UCLA Bruins and has helped lead his team to he plays a pick-up wiffle ball game in front of always among the leagues top hitters,
however, these celebrations are a world
leads the Los Angeles . Angels of
the NCAA Regionals at Cal State Fullerton on . Angel Stadium.
Anaheim into first place.
.away from the inner cities of America
Friday.
and the concrete neighborhoods without
little league baseball diamonds. Without
ponents as he helps many realize a colmajor league clubs.
1989. Once a local program in South suburban athletes.
gloves, bats, balls and cleats, most kids
In 2007, the RBI World Series moved lege scholarship based upon athletic skill
In 2006, Major League Baseball cele- Central Los Angeles , RBI' now thrives
simply follow something else.
. brated the opening of the Urban Youth in over 200 cities in the United States to Major League Baseball's Urban Youth and academic accomplishment.
Major League Baseball's RBI
The great Kansas City Monarch and
Academy in Compton. Fonner major and beyond the border. The initial pro- Academy in Compton. Detroit's Junior
(Reviving Baseball in Inner Cities) was
leaguer Darrell Miller is the director. gram, under former major leaguer, John Boys became the first cold weather team Negro League legend Buck O'Neil ded.launched to dedicate resources in order
Their mission statement is: "To set the Young was conceived in order to culti- · to. win an RBI World Series. Los icated the last 50 years of his life for the
,to promote baseball to our urban youth.
love of the game as he hoped that basestandard for instruction, teaching and vate African American talent for the Angeles won the Senior Boys title.
:These resources include, clinics with top
Roberto Clemente Jr. founded the ball would thrive once agairr and endure
education in Urban America through the Major League draft. RBI student athletes
;notch instruction, highly competitive
strength of the National Pastime and to also receive academic support in SAT RBT program in Pittsburgh and empha- into the next century.
•leagues, (KPMG) diverse corporate
enha:nce the quality of life in the sur- prep classes, time management and goal sizes the benefit of self-esteem and selfbusiness partners, Major League
setting. John Young believes that each respect that comes from this great game.
rounding communities."
Baseball charities and the support of 30
RBI has grown since it's inception in component is necessary to compete with He also promotes the educational com-

Hans Martin of Loma Linda grows vegetables at the city community garden most,
ly as a hobby. Marge Flathers of Highland
shops for fresh produce at the Lo!lla Lind~
Fanners Market for her health.
Now both can add lower food bills to the
benefits they receive as consumets of locally-grown food. Rising fuel prices have been
pushing up grocery prices to record levels
making locally grown food a less expensive
alternative.
'.'Already the vegetables in the supermarket are practically unaffordable," said
Martin, a retiree who estimates that he saves
$25 a week for his family by growing
squash, zucchini, Swiss .chard, beets;,tomatoes and lettuce at the community garden.
His gardening costs are minimal. The water
is supplied by the city for free. Eight foot by
12 foot 'plots rent for $20 a year.
The fresher food at farmers markets can
be more expensive than trucked-in produce
at grocery stores, especially when compared
to supermarket sale items. But on ·a recent
Sunday, Flathers noticed lower prices on
fruits and vegetables at the farmers' market.
Cartons of strawberries were selling for
three for $5. 'I don't think the prices would
be that low in the supermarket," Flathers
said. She also found bargains on lettuce,
carrots, celery and radishes·and the produce
was picked fresh that morning or the day
before.
Consumers nationwide are experiencing
the highest inflaticm for food prices since
the early 1990s. Last year, food prices rose
by four percent and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture predicts they'll increase by as
much as 4.5 percent in 2008.
For more information, visit the City of
Loma Linda website or contact Joanne
Heilman at (909) 799-2810.
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Aaron L. Turner
(909) 383-8480
• Aggressive Personal Representation
• Criminal Law
• Felonies & Misdemeanors

Criminal Defense Law
' Divorce / Family Law
C i vil Lawsuits (Trials)
Forme r Police Officer/U.S. Marine Corps Veteran

Reasonable Fees -

Flat Fees -

No Interest Payment Plans

Riv ers ide, Orange, Sun Bernardino,. and L.A. counti_es

Call (888) 682-3049 / Toll Free - 24 hours
WWW.ZULUALILAW.CCJM
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Under New Law
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258-0060
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877

591-ASAP

OPEN 24 HOURS
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Ingram (iocky) Washington
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"Bring(ng Communities Together Through Business Connectio,zy",.,
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hHp://www.cash4yourhome1n24hrs.com
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Bring in this Ad for ywr

FREE Personal Training
FREE Nutritional Guidance!
Guaranteed Results

FREE 7 DAY PASS

Come experience the difference in a facility that is never crowded,
but always clean and friendly.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
/R~ tto.1,.<:!? P,' true fitness center for men and women. All ages welcome

f

·

~

170 N. Arrowhead Avenue
Rialto, CA 92376

Jl

B AskAbout Free Stuff
\ :About Discoun:.::,

. (off Rialto Ave. between Cactus and Cedar)

-

909.877.4305

www.wgrialto.com

MORTGAGE

Eat
Wise
Nutrition Education & Prevention Strategies

Call today for a complimentary
consultation!

Irene Daniels
Reverse Mortgage Specialist
3536 Concours Street, Suite 200 • Ontario, CA 91764

Dr. Astrid Mickens-Williams
Owner & Consultant

Office: 909-476·8825 • Fax: 866-882·9134
Cell: 951 ·505-6335

Health & NutriUon Consultation Service
Be Smart. Eat Wise

909.556.5331
eat-wise@hotmail.com
http://eat-wise.net

irene.daniels@wellsfargo.com
~

·

PRINTING

Must be at lea,t 62 yedrs of .iqr Call for more detailed program information
Well, farqo Home Mortqaqe 1, ,, d1v1,1nn of Well, farqn Hank.NA , l 2007
w,,u; F,,rqo Bank fl A All nqhts n'se1ved ''541 31 01/08 04, 0R

'Cs)'

Digitizing LOG O's. • Golf/Polo & Greek '!!ear
Teamwear • Sp1ntwear • Towels • T-Shlrts
Caps • Gifts & More
Riverside
Zeretha.Washington, Owner
I 0~30 Magnolia Ste. A. .............................................95 1353-9560
"('
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""""''""'
LENDER

REGLAZING

Embroidery, Screen Printing & Promotional Products

Ruthie Ragin Realty is now doing home loans as
Higher Ground Lending. Still providing the same
excellence of Real Estate expertise, but can now
offer home loans.
Reverse Mortgages
· Refinance
Purchase/New Construction
Construction
Competitive rates, excellent service and that familiar
tone. Call now

RESTAURANT/CATERING

-

Mobile Catering
Anytime/ Anywhere

Replace? Refinish While You Can!
Bath Tubs • Sihks • Counters • Walls
Tile • Fiberglass • Cast Iron • Formica
REFINISH
Bathtub Offer

$249

Regular Price '299

Eat In
Take Out

GRAM'S

BBQ PALACE

· Call in Orders
Gumbo, Chitlin, Catfish

RECONDITION
Bathtub Offer

$159

3527 Main St.

Regular Price ' 199

Riverside, CA 92501
www.gramsbbq.org
:t.

Phone: (951) 782-8219
Fax: (951) 782-8217
email: gramsbbq@aol.com
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Former Foster Care Youth Chef at Up N Smoke Soul Food Restaurant
The Black Voice News
RIALTO

By Lea M. Cash
Today people have been watching the popular FOX show "Hell's
Kitchen" in its 4th season with
world-renowned chef, Gordon
Ramsey. This is the show where
outspoken, competive, engaging
men and women with varying
culinary experience have culinary
stars in their eyes in hopes of winning a life-changing culinary
prize. It's downright pretty popular these days .
·
, When chef, Timothy Hanson ,
42 of Upland ,vas young he
ereamed of becoming a professional football player. He never
guite got there. Instead, he
9ecame a United States Marine
(Corporal & Sgt) and traveled the
world for eight years.
Then he re~urned to Akron,
Ohio, the city in which he was
raised. He landed a job in St.
Thomas Hospital's shipping and
receiving department. To help
with a little extra cash, he washed
c;lishes in the hospital 's food service.department. One day an openUlg appeared for a "Grill Cook".
Hanson applied and got the job.
He was then ·sent to school for

Timothy Hanson

cooking trammg and hospitality
management and his life was forever changed.
"Although I didn't accept it
then ... cooking was second nature
to me," the enthusiastic chef stated. "I didn't dream of becoming

a chef, nor did I set out to become
a chef, but I always loved cooking
because of Ma Hanna," said
Hanson. "She was always in the
kitchen cooking big meals and I
always helped her. That is how I
developed a heartfelt passion for

·: oavid Cook Wins American Idol
"

. The Black Voice News
LOS ANGELES

LeaM . .
CASH
I am an American
ol ... gone crazy fan. Every year for
...\seven
years, T have attended the season
nale and it gets better every year. Its
een simply an amazing journey to
atch a teJevjsion reality show mush\!1?01\1 ln\O an ov~rwbelming huge success. I emember for season one, back
~
l•
,. age press was me and a hand full of
ethers-nobody cared. Now, reporters
ttavel to Hollywood from alJ over the
world,just to capture a photo, or have an
i~terview with an American Idol con~stant. This week even award winning
't:NN's Larry King caught Idol fever
J)iterviewing aU 12 contestant on his
,!!how. TV Guide has stepped out to
)ecome a frontrunner in highlighting the
• ries and the stars that are made from
the popular musical program. Idol has
how even gone to Disneyland in Florida.
,lmagine that!
This year, from the moment I saw
~im and heard him sing, I wanted David
Cook to win Idol - and he did. It
~eemed like the world wanted David
Archuleta and he was positioned to win.
took won by. a 12 million vote lead.
)¥eek after week, 1 watched Cook closely for any sign of cockiness, or bad attitude, which sometimes is shown in those
who desire to become "Rockers", he
won me over, llnd his voice always had
me at hello.
_ A week or more ago, when Cook
·sang, the legendary 1957 tune "The First
lime Ever I Saw Your Face" written by
~wan Maccoll for his wife Peggy
~eeger made famous by Robena Flack,
and sung by a long list of artists, I was
~ff my couch screaming and yellinglhat's the Idol winner-hands down. So
~eedless to say, I was really, really,
6appy. Like when Ruben Studdard
on ... like when Fantasia won ... like
hen Kelly Clarkson won. I was happy
(or th~ other winners Taylor Hicks,
Jordin 'Sparks and Carrie Underwood. I
'wanted them to win, but there is a difference in being. happy and really, really,

David Cook Season 7 winner

David Archuleta (runner up) with
:

Lea Cash

J

~".
/

t
Syesha Mercado, the last girl
standing 3rd runner up

happy.
If you were to meet Cook, you would
find a very beautiful young man . His
graciousness and poise on stage in front
of the judges was not fake or a put on.
Cook is the real deal, the boy next door,
everybody's son- kind and considerate,
trying to live the dream of being a musical talent.
Cook already had made a solo album
reaching success in the Tulsa, OK area.
With all the glitter and sparkle, on the
Red carpet, Cook patiently and smoothly took it all in. But then again so did
17- year- old David Archuleta.
Archuleta is also kind, loving and quite
humble. Backstage even after he lost
with everybody pulling him in a million
directions, when he greeted the media,
he had no regrets and not one ounce. of
sadness. He continue~ to genuinely
praise Cook and to thank everyone who
had supported him. Both the Davids
backstage received an onset of applause

.

my kitchen is handmade and not
processed," warns Hanson.
"I was given this opportunity
by the Stapletons, and I want to
have the best food in the Inland
Empire. So I invite everybody to
come dine with us and see what
I'm cooking."
Hanson has another dream.
It is a dream that he has never
forgotten. "When I was working
in the hospital, I saw what they
fed the elderly." He continues,
"When elderly patients are sickly
and their memories are gone, they
feed them food like their taste
buds are gone too. When my
father was dying, he wouldn't eat
that food. All he would eat was
my cream of chicken soup made
especially for him. I want to assist
those who cannot eat food with
salt and other ingredients dangerous to their health. I want to help
customers with special made
foods for high blood pressure and
diabetes. Low sodium foods.
That is my dream." 1
If you would like to taste
Hanson's homemade cooking or
order up a low/no salt dish, then
drive on over and meet Chef
Timothy Hanson. He is sure to
make you feel really welcomed.
Up N Smoke is located at 883 E.
Foothill in Rialto.

A Free Service
LeVias-and Associates .

•

•

300 Law Firms working together we will refer you to an attorney that specialize in your legal needs

Criminal Cases
Auto Accidents
Slip & falls
Family Law

Workers Compensation
Medical Malpractice
Probate

(800) 500-7047

l.av

)

··1!!

cooking."
Ma Hanna was
Hanson's foster mother. He was
the youngest of her seven foster
children. He came to Ma Hanna
as a two-year-old boy, born in
Reform School for Women, and
stayed with her until he reached
adolescents.
At age 18, a relationship started
for the first time in his life with
his biological parents. Nine days
after Sept 11 , his biological father
died , and Hanson decided to leave
Akron, Ohio. He was in search of
a new beginning, new horizons,
and new roots. After making a
prayerful decision , he decided to
move West to Upland, California
to be closer to his ex-wife and
their son.
The Inland Empire he now calls
home. Upon arriving in Upland,
Hanson searched for work and
<loved in at what proved to be natural for him. · He worked for
Honey Baked Ham, Supervisor of
production, and joined the

National Guard and became the
kitchen NCO. "All I learned in
school taught me the finer aspect
of ' cooking .. .like plate settings
and how to cook in large
amounts," says Hanson. "So since
I've been in California I have had
a variety of jobs as a chef because
I love cooking."
But something was always
missing. He desired to start his
own business. He opened a
restaurant, however, the adventure did not work out due to communication conflicts with business partners. Hanson with an
incredible following of customers
became discouraged. He said, "I
was deeply hurt an,d I sort of lost
my drive for cooking at that
time ."
Several months later, opportunity knocks with Richard & Felicia
Staplet';)n, They are the owners of
Up N Smoke located in Fontana
and Rialto. Up N Smoke is a
small specialty soul food restaurant where you can order anything
from catfish, BBQ, Oysters, and
Gumbo to homemade peach cobbler and corn bread. The menu
features everyth ing from red bean
& rice to collard greens. Grits can
be ordered with your breakfast,
along with chicken and waffles.
"Everything ....just everything in

~'

1
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1
Donna Summers

from the media. Archuleta stayed the
longest with 'us. He spoke of being an
Idol fan from day one, especially when
he heard Idol contestant Tamara Gray
sing. Archuleta was 10 years old.
Remember her? Archuleta was also a
winner on Star Search.
Cook after winning was divided
among the media inside and outside the
Nokia Theatre because post-live segments for viewers were shooting. All in
all the show featuring Donna Summers
(who just released a new album), Seal
and Gladys Knight & others was over
and Season ?- history now. As I was
leaving the fabulous Nokia Theatre, riding the escalator up- destination out- I
looked down and Archuleta was waving
to me. "Bye," he yelled. My reply, "Bye
David! Be good and don't let stardom
change you." He replied with everyone
around him looking, flashing that wide
grin, "I promise. Twon't. Bye!"

HALF A NUMBER?
YOU MAY STILL GET LUCKY.
It doesn't matter where your numbers come from.
Play them in Daily 4, the new game from the California
Lottery which offers you the opportuni ty to win up to
$5,000 by choosing 4 numbers . Who says you need
7 digits to get lucky?

THE GENERAL OVERSEER OF THE RE•
DEEMED CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF GOD:
'PASTOR E.A. ADEBOYE RETURNS TO
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. FOR
A CONFERENCE TITLED:•

"LET IT RAIN"
P.Eor E. A. Adrooye

This special event Starts on Thursday June 12th through Sunday June 15, 2008.
Other special guests who will minister in this Action Packed Event include Pastor George Adegboye, "The Walking Bible", Pastor Solomon Akharamen, Apostle John lnyang and other distinguished pastors, guests.
The grand finale will be Sunday June 15, 2008 with the dedication of THE REDEEMED CHRISTIAN CH!JRCH
OF GOD, KINGS' ASSEMBLY'S NEW CHURCH BUILDING which will be personally dedicated by the General
Overseer.
1
•
'

California lottery•

DAILY4
A State of Winning

COME AND BE MIGHTLY BLESSED!! YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID!!

VENUE: The Redeemed Christian Church Of God, Kings' Assembly
190 S. Arrowhead Ave. San Bernardino, California 92408.
Website: RCCGKingsAssembly1 .org Phone: (909)888-3490
TIME: 6.00 P.MEVERY EVENING

www.calottery.com
Please play responsibly. Must be 18 or older to ploy.
All Daily 4 prizes are pori-mutuel. Odds range from 1 in 417 to 1 in 10,000.
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San Bernardino Symphony Orchestra
Carlo Ponti
Conducts Sophia
Loren attends
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By ~ena C. Gaede
Special to BVN
The California Theater for
the Performing Arts was full to
capacity on a warm evening in
May. Patrons were treated to
the imagination and innovative style of Maestro Carlo
Ponti Jr. The conductor has
enjoyed critical praise during
his career as San Bernardino
benefits from his presence.
In it's 79th season, the San
Bernardino
Symphony
Orchestra continues to lure top
talent to it's program for the
appreciation and enjoyment by
the commqnity. Maestro Ponti
brings with him special attention, which he handles with
grace, because he is the son of
an international film icon,
Sophia Loren. Ms. Loren was

generous to patrons who wanted to greet her as she enjoyed
the performance.
The concert "Performance
of the Masters" included
Beethoven's Piano Concerto
no . 4 in G Major and
Tchaikovsky's Symphony no.
3 in D Major. Piano soloist and
featured artist Jungwon Jin
played with marvelous energy
as she brought .Beethoven's
piano concerto to life. Ms. Jin
attended Julliard and the
Manhattan School of Music.
Mr. Ponti was named the
music director 'and principal
conductor
of •' the
San
Bernardino Symphony in 2001
and has signed on through the
2015 season. His talent is in
great demand around 'the globe
and we are fortunate to have
him. Maestro Ponti won the
prestigious Premio Galileo
Award, one. of Italy's highest
honors . For the next seven
years, Maestro Carlo Ponti Jr.
can be savored and enjoyed by
enthusiasts of fine music in
Southern California.

MarkYour Calendar. Bill Pickett Rodeo
Industry Hill Equestrian Center
July 19 & 20

Photo by Jon D. Gaede
HANGING OUT WITH MAESTRO • Mrs. Dotsie Bell (Rialto High School
Teacher, retired) visits with conductor Carlo Ponti after his performance.

Photo by Jon D. Gaede
TOUCH OF CLASS - The lovely Sophia Loren spends Saturday evening
in San Bernardino watching her son (Carlo Ponti) conduct the San
Bernardino Symphony.
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Second Baptist Church of Riyerside Celebrating its Annual Family Day
: ~uest Speaker - Clifton
:-:pavis Sunday, June 22,
: • 008 at 9:00 a.m.
e Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II
d the members of Second
-Baptist Church will host its
. 'Annual Family Day" on
unday, June 22, 2008 at 9:00
.m. We are honored to have as
ur guest speaker, Clifton
avis , the renowned host of
inity Broadcasting Network's
wo-hour Christian Variety
how, "Praise the Lord".
• Clifton Davis, who is well
nown for being a singer and
iactor (on shows like Amen), is
an
ordained
Seventh-day
Adventist Church Minister. He
)las also been an active member
for the past 25 years of
outhville, USA a children's
ervices organization. He currently serves as National
Spokesperson and Advisory
Board Chairman. Davis is also
':the emcee and host of The Most
· oulful Sound, an annual gospel
hoir competition in Raleigh,
NC. You don't want to miss this
prominent, legendary guest
speaker.
That's not all Christian folks ,
Second Baptist Church Annual
Family Day will also include a
gathering of the graduates, our
Parade
of
' Scholars .
We are honored to highlight the
seniors who have graduated; we
bless their accomplishments and
encourage them to continue
their dream. The parade will

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II with Clifton Davis

feature such graduate from include: Kameron Lemmons,
high schools like Alfonso BA Degree from the University
Frazier, Jr., Sydney Hunter, of Southern California; Kristina
Valerie Keene, Je' Nae Lawless , Nwandiko , BA Degree from Cal
Drew
McKesson,
Devin State
University,
San
Newton , J'Mee Pligrim, Sheree Bernardino; Beverly ·Slusher
Rome, Kevin Simms, Ale~ious · BA Degree from Cal Baptist
Toliver,
Lynnae
Wilmot, University and Sandra Jones ,
Teaslyn Winder, and Jevon Master 's Degree from Chapman
Young.
College graduates University.

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II
encourages all members and the
community to invite family and
friends as we celebrate our
Annual Family Day. Come
early to get a seat and be prepared to worship together, celebrate family and Praise the
Lord.
·
Second Baptist Church of

Riverside is located at 2911
Ninth Street in Riverside. Early
morning worship services are
held Sunday's at 7:30 a.m., discipleship ministry classes are
held at 9:00 a.m., mid-morning
worship services are held at
10: 15 a.m., and bible study lessons are held on Wednesday 's at
7 :00 p.m. The mission of

Second Baptist Church of
Riverside is to fulfill the great
commission of Jesus Christ
through preaching, teaching,
and equipping the Saints in
every good work; to minister to
masses through community outreach. For more information,
call (951 ) 684-7532 or visit
www.secondbaptistri verside .org

Get your church ne\Vs pttblished in

ack Voice e\VS U6tnit church briefs to
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT: Church Brief
NEW LOCATION

PulofJ11l~A.I
DI'. Pltrlolt L. Andujo

A Church Bu/It on Sound Preaching and Teaching
(

1)

.

Sanv1c ■ ScH ■QMI-■

Wo1'9hlp l!lervlo•
8:00 ■m & 11 :00 am

Bibi• Study (Wedneaday,)
12:00 noon & 7:00 pm
Chlldren'a Church
11 :00 am (3rd 4th Sunday)

a

•

17925 IRIS AVENUE, RIVERSIDE, CA 92508
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New Jo Ba tist Church

311 East Fifth Street
Perris California, 92570

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517

(951 )657-3767

(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602

fax (951) 940-4397
"1 Co_r.13:13 ~ut now abidethfaith, hope, love,
these three; and the greatest of these is love."
• Worship Service• 7:15 and 10:00AM
• Sunday School • 8:45AM
• Bible Study •Wednesday• 12 Noon & 7:00PM
• Youth Bible Study • Tuesday • 5:45-7:00PM

Weekly Services
.,,

,,

Sunday School
8:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
10: 15 a.m.
First Sunday Evening Workshop
5:00 p.m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m.

Shield of Faith Christian Center
Shltld otFtltb ~
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Life Has Another New Meaning For National 8r, Local Celebrity/
Author Rose Parker - Former Inmate Sentenced To Life
She continues: "We take life for grant- 92411, (909) 887-9616,
ed and people are dying everywhere and
Dr. Rose is also president and founder
everyday. I want everyone to come; I of Saving Our Women International, an
want to hug and appreciate everyone and . outreach ministry that as,sist w_omen and
let them know on my birthday that they · families with domestic violence crisis,
are special too. We will have a revival referrals and education etc., She travel
fust, and birthday cel~bration second. all over the USA and Internationally with
Plus, it will give those that want to cele- her message of Hope. She will also be
brate life with me a bigger option to available to sign her best selling book on
come (smile). I love birthdays."
both days.
On Saturday, May 31st at 7:00 p.m.
Watch Dr. Rose Parker's life story in
join Dr. ,Rose with Apostle Nessive the documentary on WE-TV , Women
Watson of Faith Kingdom Worship .Behind Bars on the following ·times:
Center in Pasadena for the Spring Up Tuesday, June 10th @ 9/8c, Wednesday,
Revival "Thy Faith Has Made Thee June I Ith @ 12/lc & 3/2c, Friday, June
Whole" and on Sunday, June 1st will be 13th @I 1/!0c, Saturday, June 14th @
the birthday celebration beginning at 2/lc, Tuesday, June 17th @8/7c and
6:00 p.m. for Dr. Rose Parker-Sterling at Wednesday, June 18th @4/3c for check
the Church of All Nations, 1700 West dates or for listings log on to
Highland Avenue, San Bernardino, Ca www.wetv.com

A Special Birthday
Celebration as Dr.
Rose .approaches 49
years of life
The Black vn;ce Newr
SAN BERNARDINO

When local celebrity and author of
Cole Publishing's Beat Up, Beat Down
and Still Standing: the Rose Parker
Story, viewed the new series "Women
Behind Bars" (which premiered with her
episode on ·March 4th and continues to
Rose Parker Sterling
air on the Women's Entertainment (WE)
Network), Rose could not sleep for a ago.
Preparing for the big 50 next year,
couple of days, watching her life flash
Rose
says, "I bave IQ celebrate now,
again before her eyes, remembering that
today".
she almost died that night over 22 years .

St Paul AME Church of San Bernardino
Presents our

10th Annual Charles Brooks
Scholarship Banquet

Sunday, June 01, 2008
Inghram Community Center
2050 Mt. Vernon Avenue - San Bernardino

3:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
Dr. Barbara Young - Keynote Speaker
Tickets • $35 .00 Adults
$20.00 Children 12yrs. and under

For Information, Call {909) 887-1718
http://wvyw.stpaulamechurchsocal.com

Help Wanted:
Church Musician, Must Play contemporary Gospel, keyboard,
B-3 Organ, Call

Get your church news published in The Black Voice News Submit church briefs to:
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com
SUBJECT: Church Brief

951-769-7742 or 951-658-6761

Antioch Missionary Baptist Church
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA.
(951) 688-7872
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building

16262 Baseline Avenue
Pontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-940 I

"A church where everybody is somebody"

SUNDAY SERVICES

1

Sunday
Wednesday
Friday

Weekly schedule of events
9:30
Hour of Power
11:00
WorshipHour
Noon day Prayer
7:30
Bible Study/Prayer
7:30
Youth Night

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11 :00 a. m.
11:00 a.m.
BqlLESTUDY
7:00 p.m.

Worship Service
Sunday School • 9:30 AM
MornintJ Worship • 11 :00 AM
Sunday Evening • 6:00 PM

We Don 't Do Church
We Do Ministry

•1

Thursday

Prayer +..J3ible Study • 6:00 PM
Mid WeeRWorship • 7:00 PM
.Friday
- Neon Day Prayer • 12:00 NOON

II

Superintendent Lawrence C.
& Olivia Ash

Apostle Charles & Prophetess R1o!e Willis
Pas/ors

Worship Service Sunday 9:3~a.m. -12 noon
Bible Study
Central Park (Crafters Den)
Wedneiday 5:15p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
11200 Baseline Rd.
RanchoCucamonga, CA
Central Park !Craftm Dm/
(NW Corner of Milliken and Baseline) (90'}) 481-3836

' 951.686.1757
LIGHT OF THE WORLD COGIC ~ 5595 MOLINA WAY ~ RIVERSIDE, CA 92509
P.O. BOX 3416 - RIVERSIDE, CA 92509-3416

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

Jubilee House of Prais~for
ALL Nations

5 10 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768

1024 N, "G" Street• San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381-2662

(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
email@imanitemple.net

Service Schedule
Schedule of Worship Service

Sunday Morning • Throne Room Service . .
IPG lmani Powe< Generalion (Youlh Churdl) .

Sunday School
9:30AM
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM
Sunday Night Service
, 7:00PM

. .....9:00 am
. . ..9:00 am

Faith and Baptism New COmml.lrlity Class . • • . .
Sunday Community Worship Celebration . .
PHAT Tuesday 1$1 & 3rd of each month

. . . ..9:00 am
. . . . 10:00 am

Women Seeijng Clrist (VISC) . . . . .

WEEKLY SERVICES

. . , .7:00 pm
. .........7:00 pm

Man4matioo (M4'4)..

,. ' ... ,. ", . .7:00 pm

!<30AM
I0:30AM

Wednesday Prayer & Bible Study
Prayer Fellowsbiip & Potluck

. ............ ..7:00 am

Tephilah Prayer Move

9:00AM

Sonday Impact Institute & Leadership Development
Sunday Victorious Celcbra1ion & Worship

Saturday

Pastor Lenton H.
Lenoir

5:00AM

Dai.ly Intercessory Prayer
Sunday lntercesS<Xy Prayer

Thursday
Faith Community Bible Study .

.

. . . .8:00 am

Vision Concepts New Members Class . .

Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching
Bible Study
8:00PM
Thursday Women's Evag, Service
Prayer
7:30PM
Service
8:00PM

1265 S. Fillmore Ave., Rialto CA 92376
(95 1) 662-3383
E-Mail: Hjubilee@aol.com
Senior Pastor & Visionary Prophetess R. R. Lindsay, D.D.

Sunday

www.imani1emple.net

1:00PM
3rd Saturdays

Rainbow Community

Ml'CALVAI\)'

MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

'

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(951) 485-6993

THE CHURCH WHERE EVERYBODY IS
SOMEBODY AND JESUS CHRIST IS ALL

Praise Center International

11:00a.m.

15854 Sier-,ra 4lkes Pkwy
Fontana, 9A 92336
Mailing: P.O. Box ll 19
Fontana, CA 92334

5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509
Administrative Office ... . ... . ...............(95 1) 684-6480
Sunday School , , . , . , , . . '. . . .. ....... , . ..... , . , ... .9:30 am
Sunday Worship .. . , .. , .. , , , , . , , .. , , . , .. , , , , . , , , .11 :00 am
Wednesday Mid-Week Service , , . , , . , , , •.• , , , . • , . , , , .7:30 pm
Brotherhood (1st Saturdays) , . , . , •.. , • , •. , , • , .. . , . , .8:00 am

Mid Day Bible Study

12:30 pm

Mid Week Bible Study

7:00 p.m.

(

n~~CID &.oo]

IJKIPIR«:D

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with

Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM

Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM .
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570

RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER

How to Become a Millionaire Tues 6:30 pm
God's Purpose for Your Life Tues 6:30 pm
Youth Entrepreneurial Training Sat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship Services Sat 11:00 am

9:30 a.m.

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

m.rainbowcommunity.org

S'Jl'EPHE;RIJ'S

"Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth" John 4:24

234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377
Udellsr@aol.com
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org

(909) 873-5380
Order of Services
9:00 am
10:30 am

Sunday School
Worship Service
Miracle Monday Prayer
Tuesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer

10:00 am
6:30 pm
6:30 pm

Pastor Darryl J.
Udell Sr.

Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM - Sat. 12:00 pm Co-Pastor Rita Udell

Temple Missionary Baptist Church
1583 W. Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 924 11
(909) 888-2038

G·o spel Tlme

()l<IJ/:J( OJ< .\ l: K\ I( I· \

Sunday • 1 :00 pm
for Advertisement cal I
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd

.

(909) 597-7134

I
I
I

fot mo,,. tnbmotlon go to www.~ m b c.com or cal <95l) 657--5,&65 0t (9&1) 907-6160

Sunday Worship Services 1:30, 9:30 & 11:30 A.M.
Communion First Sunday after each service
Sunday Scbool 8:AM,, 9:4H.M. and tt,OOA.M.
Baptism 2nd & 4th Sunday 9:30 A.M.
3rd & 5th Sunday tl:JOA.M,
New Member Orientation Wednesday Night 6:00P.M.

Pastor Raymond and
C heryl Turner

Mid•Week Wcrship Service Wednesday Night 7:00P.M.
Rigbr Hand of Fellowship Wednesday Night 7:00P.M.

'

BET1:JEL AME CHURCH
24470 Sophie Street
Perris, CA

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax

951-657:.5705 '
Sunday Church School

Valley Fellowship Se.venth Day Adventist Church

9 :00 AM
1

11~7emtif1,

'!)~ ~

Sunday School 10am
SundayAM Seivice 1lam-1 :30pm
Sunday PM Service 6pm
WednesdayBibleStudy7pm

Weekly Service

SATU,RDAY
Sunday Worship Service
Wednesday Bible Study

10:30 AM

Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11 :00 am
Youth Service
5\00 pm

7 :00 PM

Thursday Bible Study

10 :00 AM

Rev. A. Cha rles

Langston

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

653-8631Office • 653-8634 Pastor
Rev. Robert

WEDNESDAY
5:00pm
7:00pm

Tbe Cburcb HELL Dido't Waot To See Happeo!

E dwa rds

6S3.S680 FAX
23932Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY
Corner Heacock &Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell

§ooi ',lfews Community Church

Randy D, Triplett
Pastor&Founder

Full Gospel Baptist
Fellowship

District tlder

178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

,

951.683.2916
Weekly Services
Morning Worship

11:30 am

Bible Study (Tues.)

7:00 pm

Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.)

7:00 pm

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

.-
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Business & Financial
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AUCTIONS
'LAND AUCTION' 250 Properties
Must be Sold! Low Down I EZ
Financing. Free Brochure 1-800913
6889
www.LardAuction.com(C~-SCAN)
AUTOS WANTED
DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's
Cancer Fund! Help Save A Child's
Life Through Research & Support!
Free Vacatioo Package, Fasi Easy
& Tax Deductible. Call 1-800-2520615. (Cal-SCAN)

945

DONATE YOUR VEHICLE!
Receive Free Vacation Voucher.
Uni1ed Breasl Cancer Foundation.
Free Mammograms, Breast
Cancer ln1o www.ubcf.info Free
Towing, Tax Deductible, NonRunners Accepted, 1-888-4685964. (Cal-SCAN)
BUSINESS SERVICES
ADVERTISE! Newspaper advertising works! Reach 6 million
Californians! 240 newspapers
statewiJe. $550 for a25-word classified ad. Call (916) 288-6019 ehzabeth@cnpa.com
www.CalSCAN.oom (Cal-SCAN)
DISPLAY ADVERTISING! Reach
over 3 milloo Californians in 140
community newspapers. Cost
$1,800 for a 3.75"x2' display ad
(Super value !hat works ou1 to
about S12.86 per newspaper). Call
(916)
288-6019
elizabeth@cnpa.com
www.CalSCAN.com (Cal-SCAN)
NEWS OR PRESS RELEASE
SERVICE? The California Press
Release Service is the only service
with 500 curren1 daily, weekly and
college newspaper con1acts in
California. Questions ~I (916)
288
6010
www.Cal~omlaPressReleaseSerii
ce.com (Cat-SCAN)
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS FROM ONLY $2,990 :convert your Logs To Valuable
.Lumber with 'f0lJf own Norwood
portable band sawmill. Log skidders
also
available.
www.NorwoodSawMills.com/300N
- FREE Information: 1-800-5781363 - x300-N. (Cal-SCAN)
HELP WANTED/ NOTICES
EXPERIENCE THE WORLD withou1 leaving your home! Become a
host family with American
lntercultural Student Exchange.
Catt 1-800-SIBLING (1-800-7425464) or visit our website at
www.aise.com (Cal-SCAN)
HELP WANTEDlpRIVERS
' AT McKELVEY TRUCKING • we
Pay More. You WILL earn ,38 to
.41 cents per nile. 5+ years expenence required. Call 1-800--4106255 for details. (Cal-SCAN)

I

EmploJmont o,po,tunltiM

943 1

DRIVER - CDL Training: $0 down,
financing by Cenval Refrigerated.
Dlive for Central, earn up to $40k+
1st year! 1-800-587-0029 x4779.
www.CentralDrivingJobs.net (CalSCAN)
DRIVERS: ACT NOW! Sign-On
Bonus. 35-42 cpm, Earn over
$1000 weekly. Excellent Benefits.
Need CDL-A and 3 months recent
OTR. 1-800-635-8669. (Cal·SCAN)
QUIT LONG-HAUL, run regional
and Have 11 All! S.41 per ·mile.
Home weekly! Benefits! Stability
for peace of mind! Heartland
Express
1-800-441-4953.
www.HeartlandExpress.com(CalSCAN)
SPONSORED CDL TRAJNING. No
Ex'petience Needed! Earn $40k$75k In your new career! Stevens
Transport wiH sponsor the total
cost of yoor CDL training! Excellent
'Benefits &401K! No Money Down!
No Credit Checks! EOE. Call Now!
1-800-358-9512, 1-800-333-8595.
www.BecomeADriver.oom (CalSCAN)

Com, Real Estate , 975
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE
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20 ACRE RANCHES, $14,900,
$200
down/$145
monthly
~10%/225 months) near Booming
El Paso, Texas. l.bney back guarantee. Roads, surveyed. Sunset
Ranches: Free maps/pictures. 1,800-343-9444. (Cal-SCAN)
ARIZONA LAND BARGAIN 36
'Aaes • $29,900. Beautiful moun,taln property in Arizona's Wine
Country. P.rice reduced in buyers
market. Won~ lastl Good access &
views. Eureka Springs Ranch
11

_offered by AZLR. ADWR report &
financing available. 1-877-3015263. (Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO 10-20 ACRE ranches. Great horse property, gorgeous
scenery, excellent recraation posSibilities. Power inctuded. From
$2,795 an acre. Guaranteed
financing,
tow
down.
www.SWProperties.com 1-888812-5830. (Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO HIGH Country. 3-a
acre parcels, from $39,995 Iola.
Trees, views, underground utiities,
surrounded by government land.
Low down, guaranteed financing.
www.SWProperties.com 1-888- .
812-5830. (Cal-SCAN)
NEW MEXICO SACRIFICE! 140
acres was $149,900, Now Only
$69,900. Amazing 6000 ft elevation. Incredible moun1ain views.
Mature tree cover. Power & year
round roads. Excellent financing.
Priced for quick sale. Call NML&R,
Inc. 1-888-204-9760. (Cal-SCAN)
NEW TO MARKET New Mexico
Ranch Dispersal 140 acres $89,900. River Access. Northern
New Mexico. Cool 6,000' e-,vatioo
with stunning views. Great tree
cover inctUding Ponderosa, roting
grassand and rock ou1croppings.
Abundant wildlife, great hunti!'9,
EZ terms. Call NML&R, Inc, 1-866360-5263. (Cal-SCAN)
RAINBOW TROUT STREAM 10
Acres
$69,900. Gorgeous
Nevada land abuts National Forest
and SLM in the foothills of the
Whi1e Mountains eas1 of the
California Sierras. Endless recreational opportuntties. Close up
views of snow capped peaks. Cool,
clear, year round Rainbow Trout
creek, Call 1-877-349-0822. (CalSC,\/i)
RIVER ACCESS RETREAT
Washington. 6 AC • $49,900. 15
AC - OIJ farm buikfings, $89,900.
Incredible land & gorgeous setting.
United available. EZ Terms. Cail
WALR 1-866-836-9152. (CalSCAN)
UTAH RANCH DISPERSAL
Experience the fun and relaxation
of having your own 40 acres i1 the
great ou1door recreational area of
the Uintah Basin. Starting a1 only
$29,900. Call UTLR 1-888-6935263. (Cal-SCAN)
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS/ANNOUNCEMENTS
VINTAGE MUSIC, ALL Musical
Instruments, Guitars, Amplifiers,
Records, E(!Jlpment. If it's musical
and you want to sell tt -then I'm the
Guy to Call, 760-987-5349. (CatSCAN)

REAL ESTATE
'LAND AUCTION' 250 Properties
Must be Saldi Low Down I EZ
Financing. Free Brochure 1-800913
6889
www.LandAuction.com(Cal-SCAN)
REAL ESTATE/OUT OF STATE
SOUTHERN COLORADO RANCH
Sate. 35 Aaes w/ Well just
$356/month: Spectacular Rocky Mountain views. Year-round
access, Nicely treed. Access to
electri:: and telephone. Call Red
Oeek Land today. 1-866-0WNLAND
X
4120.
www.SeeCedarWoodStation.com
Offer void where prohibited. Terms
and oonditions subject to change
without notice. • Monthly payment
of $356.22 based upon a purchase
prtce of $69,900 wi1h 15% down
and $59,415 financed via a30 year
mortgage at a fixed in1erested rate
of 6.00%. (Cal-SCAN)

REAL ESTATE/RENTALS
How 1o get FREE Government
Money to buy FORECLOSED and
BANK Owned homes $45,400·
$135,375 under market. Not list
selling. Recorded message
(888)548-1455
or
www.myownhometoday.org. (CalSCAN)
TIMESHARES/RESORTS
FREE CONSULTATION Oil how to
SELL/RENT your Timeshare! Ale
your maintenance fees to high?
Call www.SellATimeShare.com
today. Get cash for your unused
timeshare. 1-Bn-868-1931. (CatSCAN)

Fictious
Business
Name
Statements
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CORONA SECURITY CONSULTING
1443 W. 6h St.
Corona, CA 92882
882 Loma St.
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside County
I

autos

·-

Commercial Real Estate
Apartments For Rent
Condos &Townhomes For Rent
Houses For Rent
Real Estate For Sale
Condos &Townhomes For Sale
Houses For Sale

700
720

Recreation
Transportation

To mail or e!_ace your ad in person:

4:290 ·Brockton Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501
Lobby Hours:
MON - FRI 9:00 a.m . - 5:00 p.m.

3:00 P.M.

TUESDAY

t

500
550
575
600
625
650
675

-

HOW TO REACH US:
951.682.6070

For insertions, changes and cancellations:

Buline11 & Flnanc1,1

=,

Schools & Education
Jobs Wanted
Employment Opportunities

Deadlines

!Announcements 100

r ,19:_5.h Qffl

jobs

ffllSC •

951.682.6070

The Corona Se~ Defense
Company, LLC
882Loma St
Corona, CA 92882
CALIFORNIA

Larry W, Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-05675
p. Ml, 5115, 5fl2, 5fl9

not of Itself authorize the use in this
sta1e of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or oommon
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 04/29108.
I hereby certify tha1 this copy is a
correct oopy of the original s1atement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires Ive years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of tile County Clert. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement 111Jst be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
ttis state of a FICtitious Business
Name in vidatoo of the rights of
another under federal, state or
coovron law (See Sectioo 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HMS STUDIOS
3579 Univeislty Ave., Suite 207
Riverside, CA 92501
Riverside County

This business is conducted by
Limited
LI ability
Corrj)any/Par1nership.
Registrant has not yet beg111 to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
Ryan Patrick Wiliams
I deciare that all the information in
39661st St.
Riverside, CA 92501
this statement is true Md correct.
(Aregistrant who dedares as true,
informatoo which he or she knows
Juan Antonio Canasquillo
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
3966 1st St
sl. Tyrone D. Talbert, President
Riverside, CA 92501
The fiing of this statemen1 does
not of nself authorize the use in this
This business is conducted by Costate of a fictitious business name
Par1ners.
in violaticn of the rights of another
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business 111der the ficti.
under federal, state, or cemmon
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
tious name{s) listed above.
Statement filed with the County of
I declare that all the information in
Riverside on 04/28/08.
this statement is true and con'ect.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
(A registranl who dedares as true,
correct copy of the original stateinformation which he or she knows
ment on file in my office.
to be false is guilty of a clime.)
NOTICE: Ttis fciilious business , sl. Ryan Winiams
name statement expires five years
The filing of this statement does
from the date tt was filed in the 1not of itself authorize the use nthis
Office of the County Clerk. A new i stale of a fictitious business name
Ficti1ious
Business
Name
in violation of the rights of another
Statement must be filed before that 1 under federal, state, or common
pme. The filing of this statement
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
does not ttsetf authorize the use in
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03117/08.
this state of a Fic1itious Business
I hereby certify that this copy is a
Name In violation of the rights of
correct copy of the orig,ial stateanother under federal, state or
common taw (See Section 14411,
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
name statement expires five years
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the County Oerk. A new
FILE NO. R-2008-05658
Fictitious
Business
Name
p. Ml, 5115, 5fl2, 5fl9
Statement must be filed before that
The foHo-.ing person(s) is (are)
tllle. The filing of this statement
doing business as:
does not itself authorize the use in
THE REGGAE STORE
this stale of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
AFRICANA EXPRESSIONS
22500 Town Circle #2202
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Moreno VaHey, CA 92553
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Riverside County
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
Ousmana Diop (NMN)
FILE NO. R-2008-03515
2038 E. Ave. R4
p, 3127, 4/J, 4110, 4117, Ml, 5115,
Palmdale, CA 93550

Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1!
FILE NO. 1-2008-01401
p. Ml, 5115, 5122, 5fl9
The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LOS CABOS CANTINA
34351 Date Palm Dr. Ste. 3B
Cathedral City, CA 92234
34116 Date Pam Dr. Ste.A
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside County
Mario Lopez
68235 Bella Vista Rd.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Filiberto Porras
68215 Tacheva Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler';
FILE NO. R-2008-05936
p, 518, 5115, 5122, 5fl9

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ALLEGRO FUNDING
28186 Ajilwood Cl.
Menttee, CA 92584
Riverside County
Gia Marie Vacek-Tiscareno
28186 Ajilwood Ct.
Menttee, CA 92584
This business is conducted. by
'Individual.'
Registrant has not ye1 begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dectare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant
declares as true,
riformation which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Gia Marie Vacek-T1Scareno
The fil'ng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a lic1itious business name
i1 violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
laW (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 04/29/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date i1 was filed In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
1ime. The filing of ttis statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in. violation of the riglts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),

woo

The following person(s)• is (are)
doing business as:
NIKKO CONTEMPORARY
41-801 Corporale #1
Palm Desert, CA 92260
Riveislde County

41-801 Corporate #t
Palm Desert, CA 92260
CALIFORNIA

Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riversde County

This business is conduded by
Corporation,
Registran1 commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above onAptil
30, 2003.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistrant who dedares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Nancy Vesper-Ladislaus,
President
The filing of this statement does
not of ttseW authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in ~otation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed -.ith the County of
Riverside on 04129108.
I hereby certify !hat this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires Ive yearn
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itse~ authonze the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 1"411,
El Seq,, Business and Professions

Ismael PadiHa (NMN)
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Bonnie Lupe Padilla
11504 Seaport Cr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Husand & W~e.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious bu~ness name(s) listed above on
2120/08,
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
informaticn which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Bonnie L. Padttla
The fiing of this statement does
not of itself authonze the use Intllis
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or oommon
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed -.ith the County of
Riverskle on 02/20106.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statemen1 expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the Counly Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement muS1 be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itseWauthorize the use tn
this sta1e of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of Iha rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Larry W. Ward, County C""1<
FILE NO. 1-2008-01393

p, Ml, 5/15, 5fl2, 5fl9
AMENDED
The-' foltowing peraon(s) is (are)
doinQ business as:

P&S JANITORIAL
11504.$eaport Cr.

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-02136
p, 3120, 3127, 4/J, 4110, Ml, 5115,
5fl2, 5fl9

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY FOR RIVERSIDE COUNTY (RDA)
1325 Spruce Street, Suite 400
Riverside, CA 92507

The following person(s) is (are)
dcing business as:
PACIFIC GENERAL INSURANCE
AGENCY
34116 Date Pam Dr. A
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside County

NOTICEIS HEREBY GIVENthat the Redevelopment Agency for Riverside County (RDA) hereinafler referred to
as 'AGENCY", is calling for and will receive sealed bids !or the award of a contract for the work requ'red lo convert, renovate and modernize an exis1ing fire station building into a new den1al dirk The project site is located
al 29490 LakeviewAve. Nuevo, CA 92567
Bid Deadline: June 11, 2008 al 2 p.m.
Place of Bid Receipt:
4080 Lemon Street, County Aaninistrative Center
Clerks Off~e, 1st Floor
Riverside, CA 92507
All bids shall be made and presented only on the forms presented by the AGENCY. Bids win be pl.l>ldy opened
and read at 2 p.m. at the AGENCY Office as noted above.Any bids received after the time specified above or after
any extensions due to malerial changes shall be returned unopened. For plans and specifications or alist of plan
rooms, please contacl the architect of record at Arthitecture For Education, 626.356.4080. There will be a$100.00
refundable charge lo purchase each set cl bid documents. No partial sets will be available.
Federal Funding
This project is being financed with Community Development Block Grant funds from the U.S. Department ot
Housng and Urban Development (24 CFR Part 570) and slbjea to certain requirements including payment ot
Federal prevailing wages, oompliance with 'Section 3' Affirmative Action Requirements, Executive Order 111246,
and others. The aforementicned is described in 1he "Special Federal Provisions" sec:100 of the bid document.
Addttional intormation pertaining to the Federal requirements is on ije with the Redevelopment Agency for Fiverside County.

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
INTEGRITY REAL ESTATE
SERVICES
INTEGRITY INSTALLERS
8804 Windmill Pl.
Riverside, CA 92508
I
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. 71-511
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County
Ciupek En1erp,1ses
8804 Windmill Pl.
Riverside, CA 92508

Mario Lopez
68235 Bella Vasta Rd.
Cathedral Oty, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
Individual,
Registran1 has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name{sl listed above.
I declare lhat ~I the information in
this sta1ement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Mario Lopez
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et seq. b&p code)
Statement filed with the County of

Prevailing Wages

This business is conducted by
lndivkfual.
Registrant has no1 yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) lisled above.
I declare that all the informatioo i1
this s1a:ement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
10 be false is guity of a clime.)
s/. Gregory John Ciupek, CEO,
CFO
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use i1 this
slate of a fictitious business name
in ~olation of the rights of another
111der federal, sta1e, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statemenl filed with the County of
Riverside on 04/30108.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on lie in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Oerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
S1a1ement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not Isett authorize the US<l in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the righ1s of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008,-05806
p. sAJ, 5115, 5fl2, 5fl9

Pursuant to Section 1n3 of the Labor Code, thegeneral prevaiing wage rates, irclUdingthe per diem wages applicable to 1he work, and for holiday and overtime wor1<, including employer payments for health and welfare,
pension, vacation, and similar purposes, in the County of Riverside in which the work is to be done, have been
determined by 1he Drector of the Department of Industrial Relations, State of Calnomia. These wages are set
forth in the General Prevailing Wage Rates for this project, available from theCailorrla Department of Industrial
Relations' Internet web Sile at www.dir.ca.gov. Fu1ure effective prevailing wage rates which have been predeterrrined and are on file with the California Department of Industrial Relations are referenced but not printed in the
general prevailing wage rates.

SAN BERNARDINO
MUNICIPAL WATER
DEPARTMENT
NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING

The Federal mini111Jm wage rate requirements as predetermined by the Secretary of Labor are set forth In the
books issued for bidding purposes, referred to herein as Project Bid Documen1s (Special Federal Provisions), and
In copies of this book which may be examined at the office desaibed above where the project ptens, special provisions, and proposal forms may be seen. Addendato modify the minimum wage rates, i necessary, will be lssued lo hoideis of the Project Bid Documents.
Miscellaneous ln1ormatton
Bids shall be received in the place identified above, and shall be opened and publicly read aloud at the abovestated time and place.
There will be a mandatory Pre-Bid Conference Thursday, June 5th, 2008 at 10 a.m. at the project site located
at 29490 Lakeview Ave. Nuevo, CA 92567. Any Contractor bi<lding oh the project who falls to attend the entire
job walk and conference will be deemed a non-responsive bid<ler and will have ns bid returned unopened.

The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
JAIAPENOS MEXICAN GRllL &
SEAFOOD
34351 Date Palm Dr. Suite 3B
Cathedral City, r:,A 92234
34116 Dale Palm Dr., SuiteA,
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside County
Mano Lopez
68235 Bella Vista Rd. '
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Filiberto Porras
68215 Tacheva Dr.
Cathedral Oty, CA 92234
This business is conducted by CoPar1ners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fict>
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement ~ true and correct.
(A registran1 who declares· as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Mario Lopez
The filing of this statement does

woo

Harnsoon, Inc.
This business ~ conducted by CoPanners.
Registrant has not yet begun to

5fl2, 5fl9
This business is conducied by
Individual.
Registrant has not yel begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) lis1ed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crine.)
sl. Ousmane Diop
The fiing of this statement does
not of !self authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, sta1e, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &pcode)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/05/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my offioe.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statemen1 expires five yeare
from the data i1 was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The" fiting of this statement
does not i1sell authorize the use in
this state of a Fclitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq,, Business and Professions

transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that an the Information in
this statement is true and correct,
(A registrant
dectares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Mario Lopez
The filing of this statement does
not d itself authorize the use in ttis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 04129108.
I hereby certify lha1 this copy is a .
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date I was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statemen1
does not ttself authorize the use WI
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
corrvnon law (See Sectioo 14411 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler';
FILE NO. 1-2008-01402
p, 518, 5115, 5fl2, 5fl9

1

Each bidder shall be a icensed contrac1or pursuant to the California Business and Professions Code, and be licensed lo pertorm the work called for in the contract doruments.
The successflJ bidder must possess a valid and active Class B fK>!flse at time of award of contract. The Contractor's Calnomia State License number shall be clearly stated on the bidder's proposal.
Subcontractors shall be licensed pursuant to Calnornia law for the trades necessary to perform tha work ~ led
for i1 the oontract documents.
Each bid must s1rictty contorm with and be responsive to the contract documents as defined in the General Conditions.
The award of the contract, tt made by the AGENCY, win be by action of the governing boam and to the lowest responsible and responsive bidder therefore from among those bidders responsive to the ~ I for bids.
Each bidder shal submit with his bid, on the form furnished with the contract documents, a list of the designated
subcontractors on this project as required by the Subletting and Subcontracting Fair Practices Act, Calnornla
Public Contract Code Sections 4t 00 et. seq.
In accordance with California Public Contract Code Sectoo 22300, the AGENCY will permnthe substitutionof securities for any moneys withheld by the AGENCY to ensure pertormance under the contract. At the request and
expense of the CONTRACTOR, sea.mies equivalent to the amount withheld shall be deposited with the AGENCY,
or with a state or federal~ chartered bank as the escrow agent, who shall then pay st.Ch moneys to the CONTRACTOR. Upon satisfactory completion ofthe contract, the securities shall be returned to the CONTRACTOR.
Each bidder's bid must be accompanied by ona of the following forms of bi<lder's security. (t) cash; (2)a cashier's
check made payab'e lo theAGENCY; (3) acertified check made payable lo the AGENCY; or (4) a bidder's bond
execu1ed by a Calitomia admitted surety as defined in Code of Civil Procedure Section 995.120, made payable
tothe AGENCY in the form set forth in the contract documenls. Such bidder's securi1y must be in an amount not
less than ten peroent (10%) of the maximum amount oJ bid as aguarantee that the bidder' will enter into the pro,
posed con1ract, n the same is awarded to such bidder, and will provkfa the required Pertormance and Payment
Bonds and insurance certificates. In Iha event of failure to enler into said contract or provide the necessary documents, said security will be forleited.
The AGENCY has obtained from the Director of Ille Department of Industrial Relations the gener~ prev~ling
rate of per d-,m wages and Iha general prevailing rate for holidayand overtime work in the kx:alty Inwhich this
work is to be perfonned for each craft, classification or type ofwori<er needed to e,ecute the contract. These per
diem rates, inciuding holiday and overtine work, as well as employer payments for health and welfare, pension,'
vacation, and similar purposes, are on file at the AGENCY, and are also available from the Director of the Departmen1 of Industrial Relaticns. Pursuant to Cal~omia Labor Code Sectoos 1720 et seq., it shall be manda1ory
upon the CONTRACTOR to whom the contract is awarded, and upon any subcontractor under such CONTRACTOR, to pay not less lhan the said specified rates 10 all workers employed by them in the execution of the
contract and to comply with the AGENCY's Labor Complance Program.
No bidder may withdraw any bid tor a period ot nnety (90) calendar days after the date set for the opering of bids.
Separate payment and pertormance bonds, each in an amount equal to 1QO% of the total contracl amount, are
required, and ""811be provided to the AGENCYprior to executoo of the contract and shall be in the form set lorth
in the contract documents.
All bonds (Bid, Performance, and Payment) must be issued by a California admitted surety as defined in California
Code of Civi Procedure Section 995.120.
l'nlere applicable, bidders must meet the requirements set forth in Publi: Contract Code Section 10115 at seq.,
'-'ilitary and Veterans Code Section~ et seq. and Calffornia Code of Regulations, Tile 2, Section 1896.60el
seq. regarding Disabled Veteran Busriess Enterpr1se ("OVBE') Programs. Bidders may contact the AGENCY for
details regarding the AGENCY~ DVBE participation goals and requirements.
Any request fa subsli1uttons pursuant 10 Public Contracts Code Section 3400 must be made on the form set
forth in the contract documents and included with the bid.
No telephone or facsinie machine will be available to bidders on the AGENCY premises at any time.
It is each bi<lder's sole respon~bility to ensure i1s bid is 1iTie~ delivered and received at the location designa1ed
as specified above. Any bid received at the designated location after the schedtAed closing time la receipt of bids
shall be returned to the bidder unopened.

"
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The
San Bernardino
Municipal
Water
Department will hold a
PUBLIC HEARING to
receive comments on the
proposed changes to
Water Department Rule
and Regulation Nos. 5, 14,
20, and 22 pertaining to
the developer-installed
agreement
process
removing deferment of
acquisition of services
charges, and capture actual costs incurred on various services provided to
th,:i , public as well as
update the Rules to current , technical and language standards. Rule
and Regulation No. 21
changes are in direct
response to the need to
establish wa ter supply
shortage
contingency
plans and establish surcharges for water waste
violations.
The hearing will be held
during a regularly scheduled meeting of the Board
of Water Commissioners
on June 3, 2008 at 10:00
a.m. The Public Hearing
will be held in the Water
Department Boardroom,
Fifth Floor of the San
Bernardino City Hall at 300
North "D" Street, San
Bernardino,
California
92418. During the hearing,
the Board of Water
Commissioners
will
receive public comment
concerning the Rule and
Regulation Nos. 5, 14, 20,
21 , and 22. Copies of the
proposed changes are
available for review to the
public starting May 5 ,
2008, at the Department's
Custonier Service office
located on the Fifth Floor
of City Hall at 300 North
"D"
Stree1,
San
Bernardino,, CA 92418,
Monday through Thursday,
7:30 a:m. to 5:30 p.m. and
Fridays 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
p. 51!1/0B
CN§-1336519#

Riverside on 04/29/08,
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Oerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authonze the use in
this sta1e of a Fictitious Business
Name i1 violation of the rights o1
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Ef Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-01400
p. Ml, 5115, 5fl2, 5fl9
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE UNTOUCHABLE HAIR
DESIGN
24090 S111nymead Blvd., Suite A
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Riverside County
Steven Enc Jackson
12943 Cdlens Ave.
Chino, CA 91710
Stanley Leroy Cnsl, II
5170 San aemente Way
Montclair, CA 91763
This business is conducted by CoPartner>,
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a clime.)
sJ. Stanley L Crist
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in ooatton of the rights of another
lllder federal, state, or oommon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
Statement ijed with the Counly of
Riverside on 05/0W!.
I hereby certily that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name sta1ement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk, A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of lhls statemen1
does not !self authorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
oommon law (See Section 14411,

Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Larry W, Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-05897
p, 518, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following peraon(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TRANZ PORTERZ
12881 Fredri:ks St. Apt. 306
Moreno Valley, CA92553
Riverside County
Shamont Howard Brown
12881 Fredri:k Street, Apt. 306
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Walter Reginald Whitfield
12538 Hentage Hilts Dr.
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet beg111 to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above,
I declare that all the i'lformation in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A reg;strant who dedares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a cnme,)
sl. Shamont Brown
The filing ,of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. \440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with ttle County of
Riverside on 04/10/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement Oil file in my offce.
NOTICE: This fictltious business
name statemen1 expires five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this sta1e of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-04850
p, 518, 5115, 51'22, 51'29

•

MACHINIST - CNC

HORIZONTAL MILL
Sign-On Bonus
Offered

We have an opening
for a machinist for
graveyard . For more
information regarding
this positions call
between 7 a.m. to
3 :30 p.m . 626-8545170; or apply in person
al
Reula nd
Electric, 17969 E .
Railroad St., Industry,
CA 91748, M-F 7
a .m. - 3:30 p.m.; or
fax/e-mail
your
resume to 626-9642431
/
hrca@reuland.com.
Applications
available
at
www.reuland.com Employment tab.

•

Reuland Electric a
manufacturer of electric motors is looking
for a Machinist -

Engine Lathe.
Sign-On Bonus
Offered
Great
benefits.
Position available for
swing shift. For more
information regarding
this
position
call
between 7 a .m. to
3:30 p.m. 626- 8545170; or apply in person
at
Reuland
Electric, 17969 E.
Railroad St., Industry,
CA 91748, M-F 7 a.m.
- 3:30 p.m .; o r fax/email your resume to
626-964-2431 / hrca@re u f and . com.
Applications available
at www.reuland.com Employment tab.

EEOE - Females are
encouraged 1o apply.

Employ,nent Opportunities

Certlflcated Teach■r Openings
For the 200IJ.2009 school year
Only Complete Applicaflons will be
considered

Requirements
NCLB Compliant
CLAD Certified
Appty @ ' www.etlwanda.org

EEOE - Females are
encouraged to apply.

p . .'.¥6, 3113, ~

I
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ETIWANDA SCHOOL DISTllllCT

I

. 3127

Employment Opportun~les
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New County recruitments this week:

Clinic Driver*
$8.54-$10.90/hr
Health Education Specialist 1/11
$19.59-$26.89/hr
Library Page-Lucerne & Yucca Valley Branch
$8.15-$10.3/hr
Maintenance & Construction Worker 11-Trona
$1 6.51-$21 .08/hr
Nurse Informatics Coordinator
$30.24-$35.95/hr
Public Health Lab Director*
$35.23-$45.05/hr
Sheriff's Civil Technician
$2,412.80-$3,078.40/mo

San Bernardino County HR
157 W. Fifth St
San Bernardino
(909)387-8304
www.sbcounty.gov/hr
EEO/ADA Compliant
p. 5129

Continued from B-2
The follo11<ng person(s) is (are)
domg business as:
QUINCY COMMUNICATIONS
764 Via Felipe
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside Coonty
P.O. Box 2085
Corona, CA 92878
Harold Wayoo Corsey, Jr.
764 Via Felipe
Corona, CA92882
This business is conducted by
• lnclvidual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is lrue and correct.
(A registrant who declares as lrue,
information whK:h he rx she knows
ID be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Harold W. Corsey
The filing of this statement does
not of nself authonze the use in this
stale of a fictitious business name
in ~olation of the nghts of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed 11<th too County of
Riverside on 04/29/08.

I
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I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the dale n was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
lime. The filing of this slatement
does not itself authonze the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professons
Code).
Larry w.Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008:05744
p. 5'8, 5115, 5/22, 5129
The follo11<ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE FINANCIAL SOLUTION
CENTER
170 N. Maple St, Suite 8110
Corona, CA 92880
Riverside County
F~ Slate Lending Services, Inc.
170 N. Maple St., Suite 8110
Corona, CA 92880
This business is conducted by
Corporation.

I
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Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-05813
p. 5'8, 5115, :.22, 5/29

Registrant has· not y~t begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infrxmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A regislrant who declares as true,
information whK:h he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Jason D. Glasser, Vice
President
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authonze the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in ~olabon of the rights of another
under federal, state. or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fikad v.;th the County of
Riverside on 05/01/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the onginal state•
menton fika in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name slatement expires five years
from the date i1 was fikad in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement rrtJsl be filed before that
time. The ijing of this statement
does ·not itself authonze the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professkms
Code).

I

Employment OpportunHlts

AMENDED
STATEMENT OF WITHDRAWAL
FROM PARTNERSHIP OPERAT•
ING UNDER FICTITIOUS BUSI·
NESS NAME
The follo11<ng person has withdrawn as a general partner from
the partnership operating under
the fictitious business name of:
UTILITY AUTO SALE
12510 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
t-'ossein Shekarfroush
501 Hilsborough Way
Corona, CA 92879
This business Is conducted by: CoPartners.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 12/04/2007.
I declarethat the infrxmation in this
statement is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/...Hossein Shekarfroush
This statement was filed wnh the
County Clerk of Riverside County
on 02115108.
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk,
File No. R-2007-16303
p. '3120, '3127, 413, 4110, 5'8, 5115,
5/22, 5/29

9431

NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF:
SHRILEY JEAN MOWRY
CASE NUMBER RIP 093229

JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM

The San Bernardino
Police Department
is NOW HIRING for the
position of Police Officer
$4,685 - $6,442
Monthly Salary
•
•
•
•

AcJcitiona pos1t1ons me u e:
Law Enforcement Trainee
Dispatcher
Community Service Officer
Records Technician

1

,

The SBPD offers competitive salary,
medical, dental and vision benefits,
paid vacation and holiday time, sick
leave, 4/10 work schedule, ,bilingual
pay, education reimbursement and
POST incentive pay.
Interested applicants can download applications at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person
at San Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N.
"D" St. in San Bernardino
For additional information log on to
www.JoinSBPD.org
or contact the recruiter at

943
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Emptoymtftt Opportunities

To all heirs, beneficianes, creditors,
contingent credilors, and persons
who may otherwise be interested
in the v.ill or estate, or both, of:
SHIRLEY JEAN RANKE.A Petition
for Probate has been filed by:
Dama Siordian in the Supenor
Court of California, County of:
RIVERSIDE. The Petition for
Probate requests that: DONNA
SIORDIAN be appointed as personal representative to adrrinister
the estate of the decedent. The
petition requests authority to
admin~ter the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authonty will
allow the personal representative
to lake many actions without
obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, the personal representative wil be required to give
notice to interested persons unless
they have waived notice or consented to the proposed action.)
The independent administration
authonty wil be granted unless an
interested person files an objection
to the petition and shows good
cause why the court should not
grant the authonty. A heanng on
the petition will be hekl in this court
as follows: Date: 6/3/08 Time: 9:00
Dept.: 10, 4175 Main Streel,
Riverside, CA 92501 . If you object
to the granting of the petition, yoo
should appear at the heanng and
state your objections or file wntten
objections 11<th the court before the
hearing. Yoor appearance may be
in person or by your attorney. If yoo
are a credilt>r or acontingent credttor of the decedent, you must fik!
yoor claim ll<lh the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative appoinled by the court within
four months fro/I) the date of first
issuance of letters as pro~ded in
Probate Code section 9100. The
time frx .filing claims v.ill not e,q,ire
before four months from the hear•
ing date noticed above. You may
examine the file kept by the court.
If you are aperson interested in the
estate, yoo may file ll<lh too court a
Request frx Special Notice (form
DE-154) of too filing of an inventory and appraisal of estate assets or
of ooy petition or account as provided in Probate Code section
1250. A Request for Special Notice
form is availabk! from the ooun
clerl:. Attorney for petitioner:
p. 5'8, 5115, 5122
The follo11<ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
D.R.M. TRANS EARL BAKER
14719 Gran~ew Dr.

(909) 388-4918
Employment Op,ortunHlt•

Thursday, May 29, 2oos··
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Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Riverside County
Earl Baker
14719 Gran~ew Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
trensect business under the fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the infrxmation in
this s1atemenf is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knOWS
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Earl BaKer
The filing of this stalement does
nol of itsett authonze the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate, or common
law (sec. t440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed 11<th the County of
Riverside on 05/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the onginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
firom the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not Ilse~ authonze the use in
this state of a Fictllious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business ood Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-~6108
p. 5115, 5/'lZ t/29, 615
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
KEEP IT MOVIN'
24756 Moontide Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
Ryan Deshaun Yates
24756 Moontide Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infrxmaliorl in
this statement is true and crxrect.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
information which he or she kno,ys
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Ryan Yates
The filing of this statement does
not of itse~ authonze the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the nghts of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1·440 et. seq. b &p code)
Slatemenl filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/09/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictnious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in lhe
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statemenl must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself aulhonze the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Neme in viotatioo of the rights of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professtions
Code).
Larry W, Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-06221
p. 5115,
5129, 615

:.iz

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
MARY BORDERS ENTERPRISES
30026 Avenida Alvera
Cathedral Cny, CA 92234
31855 Date Palm Dr., Suite 3-222
Cathedral Cny, CA 92234
Riverside County

~[}{]~

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MVP HOUSEKEEPING & WIN·
DOW SERVICE
67-126 Mission Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
Riverside County
Mario Vi,dez
67-126 Mission Dr.
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
lndi~dual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informa1ion in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
informaliorl which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a cnme.)
s/. Mario Valdez
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authonze the use in this
state of a fictitioos business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed ll<lh the County of
Riverside on 05/06/08.
I hereby certity that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
fri;,rn the date ! was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri:. A new
Fictnious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befrxe that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-01475
p. 5115, 5/22, 5/29, 615

The follov.ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
RIGHTFULLYYOURS
3663 La Sierra Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
420 McKlnley St. #111332
Corona, CA 92879
Heather Nicole Ware
· 3663 La Sierra Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

s/. Heather Ware
The filing of this statement does
not of nsett aulhorize,the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in ~olation of the nghts of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) .
Statement filed 11<th the County of
Riverside on 05/06/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date n was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filinQof this statement
does not llself aulhonze the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-05997
p. 5115, t/22, 5129, 615
AMENDED
The foll011<ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STREETWORKS AUTOMOTIVE,
INC.
83579 Indio Blvd.
Indio, CA 92201
Riverside County
Streetworks Autrxnotive, Inc.
83579 Indio Blvd.
Indio, CA 92201
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information wtoch he rx she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Bernhard E. Frenzniek,
President
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious bu~ness name
in violation of the nghts of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 03112/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the onginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
frrxn the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitioos Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2008-00868
p. 4110, 4117, 4124, 511, 5115,

taz 5129, 615

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
• THE RED C.t.RPET HAIR STUDIO
• 12274 Perris Blvd., Suite B
•Moreno valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
15892 Lasselle Suite-C
Moreno valley, CA 9255t
Donald Rayoden
15892 Lasselle SL C
Maeno Valley, CA 92551

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.

This business is conducted by CoPartners,
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under too ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information whK:h he rx she knows .
to be false is guilty of a crime.)

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registranl has not yet begun to
lnrlsact business under the fictitious name(s) isled above.
I declare that all the infrxmation in
this statement is true and conrect
(A registrant who declares as lrue,
Information which he rx she knows
lo be false is guilty of crime.)
s/. Oonald R. Oden, II
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in viota1ioo of the rights of arother
under federal, state, or common

I
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Mary Showers Borders
30026 Avenida Alvera
Cathedral Cny, CA 92234
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RIVERSIDE

lioos name(s) listed above.
I declare thai all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which heor she knows,
to be false is gulty of a cnme.J
s/. Mary S. Borders
The filing of this statement does
not of itself aulhonze the use in this
state of a fictitious business na.me
in ~olation of the rights of another
under federal, state, rx common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Stalement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/01/08.
t hereby certify tha1this copy Is a
correct copy of the onginal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement ei<pires five years
from the date i1 was filed in the
Office of the Coonty Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry w.ward, County Clerk
FILENO. 1-2008-01424
p. 5115, t/22, 5/29, 615

COUNTY

O[p[pP

D E P A R T M E N T

Debbie Cherry (NMN)
3663 La Sierra Ave.
Riverside, CA 92503

a

I

law (sec 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 04/22108.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
J correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement ei<pires five yea-s
from the dale it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed befrxe that
time. The fling of this statement
does not nseW aulhonze the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the nghts of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
,Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-05384
p. 5115, 5122, 51'29, 615
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business es:
TEMECULA SCHOOL OF MAN•
NERS
MANNERS BY ANGELA
EVERDAY ETIQUETTE
43057 Manches1er Ct.
Temecula, CA 92592
Riverside County
Angela Pratico Sturdvant
43057 Manchester a.
Temecula, CA 92592
This business' is conducted by
lndi~dual.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
1/2003.
f declare that a! the information in
this statement is lrue and correct.
(A ~strant who declares as lrue,
informaliorl which he or she knows
to be false is guilty ol a cnme.)
s/. Angela P. Sturdivant
The fling of ttis statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rig,ts of another
under federal, state, or conmen
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/12/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitiious business
name statement ei<pires tve years
frrxn the date i1 was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Bu~ness
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use In
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Ck!rk
FILE NO. R-2008-06270
p, 5115, t/22, 5129, 615
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ERS CLEANING SERVICES
30457 Sierra Madre Drive
Temecula, CA 92591
Riverside County
Rianne Lynne Christman
42490 Moraga Road #204
Temecula, CA 92591
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the Information in
this statement is rue and correct
(A registrant who declares as true,
infrxmation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sJ. Rianne L. Chrisl!Mn
· The filing of ttis statement does
not of itsefau1horize the use in ttis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or convnon
law (sec, 1440 el seq, b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/05/08.
I hereby certify that this copy IS a
correct copy of the original statemen! on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement ei<pires five years
from the date i1 was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
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Come Join The
Riverside County
Sheriff's
Department

STAN SNIFF, SHERIFF-CORONER

The Riverside County Sheriff's Department currently
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following
positions:

Sheriff 911 Commynjcatjons Officer I
Upon Hire - $800
6 Months - $800
12 Months - $1,600
24 Months - $3,200

36 Months - $3,200
48 Months • $3,200
60 Months - $3,200

$16.ooo Total
correct;ooal Cook
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months • $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months - $2,000
48 Months - $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

$10,000 Total

NOW HIRING
1-888-JOIN RSD
WWW.JOINRSD.ORG

Correctiooal Senior Food service Worker
Upon Hire - $500
6 Months - $500
12 Months - $1,000
24 Months - $2,000

36 Months • $2,000
48 Months • $2,000
60 Months - $2,000

s10,ooo Total
• Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only Paid Over Five Year Period.

To apply and for more information on these positions
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriffs
Department, visit our website at www.jojnrsd.org

Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not nself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Bu~ness
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state rx
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-05945
p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 615

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAIIIE
CASE NUMBER '988,15
To All Interested Persons:
Petitioner:
ROSS
HRANT
BEDROS filed a petition with this
court for a decree changng names
as follows: ROSS HRANT
BEDROS to ROSS HRANT BURROWS. The Court Orders that all
persons interested in this matter
appear before this court at the
heanng indicated below to show
cause, Wany, why the petition for
change of name shotid not be
granted. Arif person objecting to
the name changes described
above must file a wntten objection
that Includes the reasons frx the
· objection at least lwd court days
before lhe matter objection is time•
ty filed, the cotrt may grant the
pelioon without ahearing. Notice of
Heanng: Date: 6/19/re Time: 8:30
Dept: 6. The address ol the court
is: Supenor Court of California,
County of Riverside, 4050 Main
St, (P.O. Box 431 ), Riverside, CA
92502-0431. A copy of this Order
to Show Cause shall be published
at least once each week for four
successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the
foUowing newspaper of general cir•
culation, pnnted in this county:
Blacl( Voice, 4290 Brockton
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501.
Date: May 07, 2006
Giana E. Trask, Judge of the
Superior Court
p. !YI 5, 5/22, 5129, 615
NOTICE OF PETITION TO
ADMINISTER EST4TE OF: RAY•
MOND SAMUEL RHODES
Case Number HEP 001167
To all heirs, beneficiaries, crednors,
contingent creditors, and persons
who may otherwise be inlerestted
in the will or estate, rx both, ot
RAYMOND SAMUEL RHODES. A
Petition frx Probate has been fied
by: JUNE JOHNSON in lhe
Superior Court of California,
County of: RIVERSIDE. The
Petition for Probate requests that
JUNE JOHNSON be appointed as
personal representative to administer the estate of the decedent.
The petition requests the decedent's 11<H and codicils, Wany, be
admitted to probete. The will and
any codicils are available for examination in the file kept by the court
The petioon requests authonty to
administer the estate under the
Independent Administration of
Estates Act. (This authonty will
allow the personal representative
to take many actions 11<thout
obtaining court approval. Before
taking certain very important
actions, however, too personal representative 11<11be required to give
notice ID Interested persons unless
they have waived notice rx consented to the proposed aotion.)
The independent administration
authority will be granted unless an
interested person files an objeetion
to the petiliorl and shows good
cause why the court should not
grant the authority. A hearing on
the petition wiH be held in this court
as follows: Date: 6/3/08 Time: 8:30
Dept.: H-1 , Supenor Court of
California, County of Riverside,
880 N, Stale Stee, Hemet, CA
92543, Probate, tt you object to the
granting of the petition, you should
appear at the hearing and state
your objections or fik! written
~ s with the court before the
hearing. Your appearance may be
lo person or by your attorney. tt you
are a cred~rx o, acontingent creditor of the deceden, you must file
your claim ll<lh the court and mail a
copy to the personal representative appointed by the court v.ithin
four months from the date ol firsl
issuance of letters as provided In
Probate Code section 9100. The
time for fiing daims 11<11 not expire
before four months from the hearing date noticed above, You may
examine the file kept by the court
If you are a person interested in the
estate, you may file ll<lh the court a
Reques1 for Special Notice (form
DE-154) of the filing of an inventory and appraisal of estate assets or
of any pelnion or account as provided in Probate Code section
1250. ARequest for Special Notice
form is available from the court
clerlc. Attorney fo, petitioner.
Micha<, C. Conti, 901 S, State St.,
Ste. 100, Heme, CA 92543, (951)
652-1400.
p. 5115, 5122, 5129, 615

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 499305
To All Interested Persons:
Petitioner. YESENIA NEWMAN &
PAUL NEWMAN filed a petition
ll<lh this court for a decree Chang•
ing names as follows: DYLAN
KRANWlNKEL to DYLAN NEWMAN. The Court Orders that all
persons interested in this matter
appear before this court at the
heanng indicated below to show
cause, if any, why the petition for
change of name should not be
granted. Any person objecting to
the name changes described
above must file a written objection
that ncludes the reasons frx the
objection at least two ooun days
before the matter objection is timely filed, the court may grant the
petition without a hearing. Notice of
Hearing: Date: July 10, 2008 Time:
8:30 Dept: 1. The address of the
court is: Superior Court of
California, County of Riverside,
4050 Mail St, (P.O. Box 431),
Riverside, CA 92502-0431. A copy
of this Order to Show Cause shal
be published at least once each
~ for four successive ~s
prior to the date set frx heartng on
the peOOon in the follov.ing newspaper of general circulation, printed in this county: Black Voice,
4290 Brockton Avenue, Riverside,
CA 92501.
Date: May 13, 2008
Glorta E. Trask, Judge of the
Superirx Court
p. 5115, 5122, :.29, 615
The folowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ILLUSIONS EVENT PLANNING &
MARKETING FIRM
4255 Rainbow V'IBW Way
Hemet, CA 92545
Riverside County
Susan Lorelle Bellamy
4255 Rairl>ow V,ew Way
Heme, CA 92545

transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
·,
I declare 1hal all the information ,n
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infrxmation whK:h he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Susan Bellamy
•The filing of this statement does
not of itself authonze the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of ano1her
under federal, state, or common
law,(sec 1440 et. seq. b &p co®)
Statement filed with the County oj
Riverside on 05/16/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original' statement on file in my office.
•
NOTICE: This fictitious busjness
name statement expires five years
from the date i1 was ·filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
tine. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authonze the use in
this state of a Fictitious Busine,s
Name in ~olatlon of the nghts:of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2008-06512
p. :.22, 5129, 615, 6112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
'
ADRIAN'SAUTO ELECTRIC
10387 Jordan Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505
Riverside County
Adnan Cuellar (NMN)
10387 Jordan Dr.
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti:
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and comect.
(A registrant who declares as lrue,
infrxmation whK:h he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Adnan Cuellar
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious bu~ness name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05115/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is ij
correct copy of the onginal state;
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Stalemen1 must be filed before that
tine. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in ~olaton of the nghts of
another under federal, state ·o(
comroon taw (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-06446
p. :.22, 5129, 615, 6112

The follov,ing person(s) Is (ace)
doing business as:
ESPOO ENTERPRISES
PARTY ARTISTRY
POUND CAKE & PEACH COBBLER LADY
LIL' TASTE OF THE SOUTH
24524 Pace Drive
Moreno V~ley, CA 92657
Riverside County
Shelitha Marie Jones
24524 Pace Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact busiless under the ficjitious name(s) lis1ed-above.
I declare that al the infrxmation in
this statement is true and comect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infrxmaoon which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a cnme.)
s/. Shelitha M. Jones
•
The filing of ttis statement does
not of itself aulhonze the use in ttis
state of a fictitious business name
in vfolation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p ~ )
Stalement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05115/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date i1 was filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be fikad befrxe that
time. The fiing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violaliorl of the rights of
another under federal, state J)f
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code~
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-06431
p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
FAMILY NAIL CARE & SPA
4135 Cticago Ave., #At
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County
690 San Jose, Apt #2
Claremont. CA 91711
John Bae To
690 San Jose Apt. #2
Claremont, CA 91711
This business is conducted by·
lndMdual.
~
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
•
I declare that an the information in :
this statement is true and correct ,
(A ajstrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is gully of a cnme.)
sJ. John Bae To
The Ning of this statement does ;
not of itselfaulhonze the use in this .
state of a fictnious business name :
in violation of the rights of another r
under federal. state, or common r
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code) •
Statement filed 11<th the County of '
Riverside on 05/t 2/08.
~
I hereby certify that this copy is a •
corract copy of the original state- •
ment on file in my office.
~
NOTICE: This fiditious business
name statement expres five years
firom the date i1 was filed In the •
Qff,ce of the County Clerk. A new
~~::~t mu!:~~: ber:!":a~ ;
lime. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business ,
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
comroon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to

t
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Larry W. Ward, County Cieri:
Continued on Page B-4
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The Black Voice News
Continued from Page B-3
FILE NO. R-2008-06287

p, 5122, 5129, 6'5, 6112
The follov.ng pe!SOn(S) Is (are)
doing business as:
FAST TRANSPORT
12885 Osprey Street
Corona, CA 92880
Riverside Coun1y

RM. Fatima Investment Group LLC
12885 Osprey Street

borona, CA 92880
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Lim~ed
Liability
Gompany/Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name{s) listed above.
I declare that an the infonmation in
this statement is true and corract.
(A registrant who declares as true,
Information which he or she knows
to be false is g\ilty of a crime.)
s/. Ashfaq Mehmood, Manager of
Rm. Fatima Investment Group LLC
The fiing of this statement does
ROI of !se~ authorize the use in this
state of a fiditious business name
in violation of the riglts of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v,111 the County of
Riverside on 04130/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct oow of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date a was filed in the
Office of the County Clerf<. A nl!il
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fiting of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Busness
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq,, Business and Professioos
Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
J;/LE NO. R-2008--05793

p, 5122, 5129, 6'5, 6112
The follov.ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
oomrnoo law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W, Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-00308
p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The foiOWing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SUPERSONIC TRAVEL & TOURS
44840 Tudal SL
Temecua, CA 92592
Riverside County
laki Raiilli (NMN)
44840 Tudal st.
Temecua, CA 92592

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) isled above on Aug.
1992.
I declare that all the infonmation n
this statement is we and correct.
(A registrant v.l1o declares as true,
infonmation whicll he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. laid Rahimi, ov.iier
The filing of this statement does
not of i1sett authorize the use Inthis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v,tt, the County of
Riverside on 04/29/08.
I hereby certify that this cow Is a
oorrect copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date ~ wes ffied in the
Office of the Coun1y Cfer1(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not tt~ authorize the use i1
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Lany w. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-05732
p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112

The following peoon(s) is (are)

LEVEL ONE REALTY
LEVEL ONE FINANCIAL
16476 Gelding Way
MOreno Valley, CA 92555
Riverside County

doing busness as:
W & J MAINTENANCE
7516 San Juan Ave.
Riverside CA 92504
Riverside.County

Level One Newoo,p, LTD
16476 Gelding Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
CALIFORNIA

Jotn Perreira Nera
7516 San Juan A,e.
Riverside, CA 92504

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
~egistrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name{s) listed above.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and correct
{A registrant who dectares as true,
infonmation ..hich he or she knows
lo be false is guity of a crime.)
s/, James Vega, President
The fil,ng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 04/24/06.
I hereby certify that this copy ts a
correcl oopy of the original statement on file in my office.

NOTICE: This fictit1ous business
name statement expres five years
from the dale It was filed in the
Office of the Coun1y Cieri<. A nl!il
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing or this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-05520

p, 5122, 5129, 6/li, 6112
The follOWing person(s) is (ara)
doing business as:
OK TOFU HOUSE
10436 Magndia Ave.
Riverside, CA 92505
1R.,erside County
ISorye Yoon (NMN)
' 3672 Banbury Dr. #12
Riverside, CA 92505
This business is conducied by
lndi'lidual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tiotJs name(s) listed above.
rdeclare that au the infomnation In
this statement is true and correct
(A registrant who decla-es as true,
information ..hich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
st. Sorye Yoon
The filing of this statement does
not of ttself authorize the use In this
slate of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v,tt, the Coun1y of
Riverside on 05113/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
cilrrect copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expkes five years
from the date It was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1(. A nl!il
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. ',The filng of this statement
does not itself auttlorize the use in
this state of a fictitious Business

Wayne Douglas Smolar
847 Allegre Or.
Corona, CA 92879
This business is conducted by CoPartners.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on

519/08.
I declare that all the Information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. John P. Nera IWayne D. Smolar
The filing of this statemt11t does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law(sec. 1440et seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Couity of
Riverside on 05/16/08.
I hereby cerjify that !his C0p'/ is a
correct copy 'or the original state. ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: This frctitious business
name statement expires frve years
from the date n was Qed in the
Office of the County Cler1(. A new
Fiditious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
tine. The filing of this statement
does not i1se~ authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in vic:Aation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411."
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06510
p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The follOWing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CARNITAS,EXPRESS
26900 Newport Rd.
Menifee, CA 92584
Riverside County
Benttez Camitas Express

26900 Newport Rd.
Menffee, CA 92584
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant corrmenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
2003.
f declare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonmation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty or acrime.)
sl. Armando Benne,, President
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed ~ the County of
Riverside on 05/09/08.
I hereby certify that this oopy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file n my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from tne date n was filed i1 the

Office of the Coun1y Cier1(. A nl!il
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fili,g of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq.. Business and Professions

Code).
La-ry W. Ward, Coun1y Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06243

p, 5122, 5129, 6'5, 6112
The following person(s) is (are)
dang business as:
CORPORATE CONNECTIONS
4740 Green River Road, Ste. 108
Corona, CA 92860
Riverside County

Statement filed ~ the Couity of
Riverside on 05/19/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fic!jtious business
name statement expires five years
from tne date nwas filed i1 the
Office of the County Cler1(, A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in viotalon of the rights of
another under federal, state or
corrmon law (See Secoon 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(,
FILE NO. R-2008-06573

, p. 5122, 5129, 6'5, 6112
CFO Networ1(, Inc.
1426 W. 6th Street, Ste. 202
Corona, CA 92882
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by

Corporation,

The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:
MAX BURGER
23260 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County

Registrant has not yet begun to
transad business under the ficti.
Brandons Diner Inc.
tious name(s) listed above.
16846 Orangecrest Ct
I declare that all the information in
Riverside, CA 92504
this statement is true and correct.
CALIFORNIA
(A registrant ..ho decla-es as true,
Information which he or sl)e knows
This business is conducted by
to be false is guilty of a criljl8,)
Corporation.
sl. Alexander Dumas, President
Registrant oommenoed to transact
The filing of this statement does
business under the fictitious businot of itself authorize the use in this
ness name(s) listed above on
05/09/06,
slate of a frctltlous business name
I declare that all the information in
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate, or common
this statement is true and correct.
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
(A registrant who declares as true,
Statement 61ed v,111 the County or , information which he or she knows
Riveraide on 04/2!i/08.
to be false is guilty of a crime,)
I hereby certify that this copy is a
sl. Armando Benitez, President
•The filing of this statement does
correct COf1f of the original statement on fil~ in my office.
not of i1sett authorize the use in this
NOTICE: 'nlis fictitious business
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
name statement expres five years
from the date tt was filed in the
under federal, state, or common
Office of the County Cler1(. A nl!il
law (sec. 1440 el seq.,b &p code)
Statement filed v.th the County of
Fictitious
Business
Name
Riverside on 05/09/08.
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
conect copy of the original statedoes not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Frctitious Business
ment on file in my office.
Name n violation of the rights of
NOTICE: This fictitious business
another under federal, state or
name statement expires five years
common law (See Section 14411,
from the date nwas filed in the
Et Seq., Business ard Professic11s
Office of the County Clerk. Anew
Code).
Fictitious
Business
Name
La-ry W. Ward, County Cler1(
Statement must be filed before that
FILE NO. R-2008-05571
time. The filing of this statement
p, 5122, 5129, &'!i, 6/12
does not M authorize the use In
this slate of a Fictitious Business
The following person(s) is (are)
Name in violation of the rights of
doing business as:
another under federal, state or
FINANCIAL
STRATEGIES
common law (See Section 14411,
GROUP
Et Seq .. Business and Professions
3870 La Sierra Ave., Suite #175
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
Riverside, CA 92505
5225 Scott Ave.
FILE NO. R-2008-06244
p, 5122, !>'19, 615, 611?
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside Couity
The following person(s) is (are)
Master Mind Enterprises, Inc.
doing business as:
3870 La Sierra Ave., Suite 175
MISS SUE'S DANCE
Riverside, CA 92505
27715 Jefferson Avenue #104
ITemeouta, CA 92590
CALIFORNIA
I ~County
This business is conduded by
Corporation.
Susan Jacquetne Lory
Registrant has not yet begun to
23708 Corf< Oak Circle
transact business under the ficti.
Murrieta, CA 92562
tious name(s) listed above.
I dectare that all the infomnation in
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
this statement is we and correct.
Registrant oommenoed to transact
(A registrant who declares as true,
lnfonmation ..hich he or she knows
business under tl!e fictitious busito be false is guilty of a crime.)
ness name(s) listed above on
10/10/2003,
sl. ()nero Davila, President
The filing of this statement does
I declare that alt the information In
not of itself autl]orize the use in this
\his statement Is true and correct.
state of a'fiditioos business name · {A regisl-ant who declares as true,
in violation or the rights of anofhef
infonmation which he or she knows
1
under federal, state, or corrmon
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
s/. Susan Jacqueine Lory
Statement filed v,111 the County of
The fling of this statement does
Riverside on 05/20/08.
not of itself authorize the use i1 this
I hereby certify that th~ cow is a
state of a fictitious business name
correct copy of the original statein vrolation of the rights of another
ment on file in my office.
under federal, state, or oommon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
Stalement filed v.fh the County of
from the date n was filed in the
Riverside on 05/07/08.
•
Office of the County C/er1(, A nl!il
I hereby certify that this copy is a
Fictitious
Business
Name
correct copy of the origi~al stateStatement must be filed before that
ment on file in my office.
time. The filing of this statement
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires'five years
does not nself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the Coun1y Cler1(. A nl!il
Name in vfolation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
Fictitious
Business
Name
common taw (See Section 14411,
Statement must be filed before that
Et Seq., Business and Pnofessions
time. The filing of this statement
Code),
does not itsett authorize the use in
Laify W. Ward, County Cler1(
this slate of a Fictitious Business
FILE NO. R-2008-06683
Name in violation of the rights of
p, 5122. 5129, 615, 6112
another under federal, state or
oomrron law (See Section 14411,
The follOWing person(s) is (are)
Et Seq., Busness and Professions
Code).
doing business as:
IMANI PRAISE AND FELLOW•
Larry W. Ward, Coun1y Cler1(
SHIP SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
FILE NO. R-2008-06048
CHURCH
p, f/22, 5129, 615, 6112
24525 Ins Avt11ue
Moreno va11ey, CA92551
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
Riveraide County
PREMIER COSTRUCTION • &
P.O. Box 7993
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
REMODEL, INC.
2189 East McManus Drive
Gregory Eugene Robinson
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Riverside Coun1y
11845 Elliot Way
Victorville, CA 92392
Premier Coswction & Remodel,
This business Is conducted by
Inc.
Individual.
61333 Oe~l's Ladder Road
Registrant commenced to transact
Mountain Center, CA 92561
business under the fictitious busiCALIFORNIA
ness name(s) listed above on
03116/06.
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is we and correct.
Registrant commenced to transact
(A registrant ..ho declares as true,
business under the fictitious busiinformation ..hich he or she knows
ness name(s) listed above on
07/24/2003.
to be false is guity of a crime.)
sl. Gregory Eugene Robinson
I declare that all the information in
The filing of this statement does
this statement is true and correct.
not of itself authorize the use in this .(A registrant who dectares as true,
state of a fictitious business name
infonmation..hich he or she knows
in ~elation of the rights of another
to be false is guilty or a crime.)
under federal, state, or oommon
s/. Robert Oevile, President
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
The Hing of this statement does

rd of M authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or corrmon
law (sec. 1440 el seq.b &p code)
Statement filed v,111 the County of
Riverside on 05/07/08.
!'hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original stalement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This frctitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date it was filed In the
Office of the County Cler'<. A nl!il
fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation ol the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq.. Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06072

p, 5/22, !>'19, 615, 6112
The follov.ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SOLUTION 2 ETC.
15600 HeaCOCk C242
Moreno Valley, CA 92552
Riverside County

Bertha Mae Hate
11825 Steeplechase Dr.
Moreno valley, CA 92555
This business is oonducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the frcti.
tious name(s) tisted above.
I dectare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information ..hich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
sl. Bertha Hale
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or comnnon
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.th the County of
Riverside on 05/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original slatement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
torn the date nwas filed in the
Office of the County Cieri<. A Ol!il
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not rtse~ authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation or the rights or
another under federal, state or
corrvnon law (See Sedtion 14411,
Et Seq.. Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06119

p, 5122, 5129, 615, 61f 2
The folloWing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
SUSHI ASAHI
2955 van Buren Blvd., #02, D3
Riverside, CA 92503
Riverside County
Chang Hui Par1(
445 Richey St. #205
Co-ona, CA 92879
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
tansact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I dectare that all the nformation in
this statement is true and oorrect.
(A registrant who declares as true,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Chang Hui Par1(
The filing of this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in this
state of a fictttious busness name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, stete, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/20/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
torn the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fiditious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Wand, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06635

p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The fotlOWing persort(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TARGET YOUR HEALTH
SHOWERED WITH PRAYERS
39711 A,enkia Miguel Oeste
Murrieta, CA 92563
Riverside County
Gisella Waldtraut Thomas
39711 Avenkia Miguel Oeste
Murrieta, CA92563
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on
11/1/07.
I declare that all the nformation In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as rue,
information ..hich he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Gisella W. Thomas
The filing of this statement does
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not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
This busiless is oonducted by a
in violation of the rights of another
General Partnership.
under federal, state, or corrmon
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.th the County of ' lious name(s) listed above.
I dedare that all the information in
Riverside on 05112/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
this statement Is we and correct.
correct copy of the original state(A registrant who declares as true,
ment on file in my office.
Information ..hidl he or she knows
NOTICE: This fictitious business
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
name statement expires five years
sl. David J. Smith
from the date nwas filed in the
The filing of this statement does
Office of the County Cieri<. A new
not of itself authorize the use in this
Fictitious
Business
Name
slate of a flctitious business,name
n violation of the rights of another
Stalement must be filed before that
under federal, state, or corrmon
time. The filing of this statement
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
does not itse~ authorize the use in
Slalement filed v,111 the County of
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Riverside on 05/08/08.
Name in ~olation of the rights of
I hereby certify that this copy is a
another under federal, state or
correct oopy of the original statecommon law (See Section 14411,
ment on file in my office.
Et Seq., Business and Professions
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
name statement expres five years
FILE NO. R-2008-06272
from the date h was filed in the
p.
615, 6112
Office of the County Clerk. A new
fictitious
Btfsiness
Name
The following person(s) is (are)
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
doing business as:
THE ROOF STORE
does not itseW authorize the use in
2731 Sp,ing Meadow Olive
tiis state or a Fictitious Business
Corona, CA 92881
Name i1 violation of the rights of
RMrsi<fe County
another under federal. state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Jones Industries, Inc.
Et Seq., Business and Professions
2731 Spring Meadow Drive
Code).
Corona, CA 92881
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-05985
CALIFORNIA
p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
The follov.ng person(s} is (are)
Registrant commenced to transact
doing business as:
VINTEDGE
business under the fictitious busi25521 Lunn Ave.
ness name(s) listed above on
01/08/2004,
Moreno vaney, CA 92551
I declare that an the information in
Riverside Coun1y
this statement is true and correct.
Soraya Moghis (NMN)
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonmation ..hich he or she knows
25521 Lurin Ave.
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
Moreno valley, CA 92551
s/. Cristal Jones, Owner/President
The fding of this statement does
This business is oonduded by
ln<frvidual.
not of itseW authorize the use i1 lflis
state of a fictitious business name
Reglstranl has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictiIn violation of the rights of another
tious name(s) listed above.
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq, b &p code)
I dedare that all the nformation in
this statement Is true aid correct.
Statement filed ~ the County of
(A registrant who declares as we,
Riverside on 05/07/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
infonmation ..hich he or she knows
correct copy of the original stateto be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/, Soraya Mogtis
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
The fiUng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
name statement expires five years
from tie date nwas filed in. the
state of a ficti1ious business name
Office of the Coun1y Cler1(. Anew
in violation of the rights pf another
Fictrtious
Business
Name
under federal, state, IX common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement must be fifed before that
time. The filing of this statement
Statement filed v,tt, the County of
does not itsett authorize the use in
Riverside on 05/19/08.
this state of a Fictitious Business
I hereby certify that this copy is e
Name in violation of the rights of
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
another under federal, state or
corrmon law (See Section 14411,
NOTICE: This fictitious business
Et Seq., Business and Professions . name statement expres five years
Code).
from the date H was filed in the
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
Office of the Coun1y Cler1(. A new
f ictitious
Business
Name
FILE NO. R-2008-06056
p, 5122, 5129, 6'5, 6112
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
The follOWing person(s) is (are)
does not itseWauthorize the use in
doing business as:
this state of a Flditious Business
TREASURE ISLAND
Name n violation of the rights of
another under federal. state or
20640 Martin SL
common law (See Section 14411,
Perris, CA 92570
Et Seq.. Business and Professions
Riverside County
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Qer1(
Sirena Ulloa (NMN)
20640 Martin SL
FILE NO. R-2008-06598
p, f/22, 5129, 615, 6112
Perris, CA 92570

m ,m ,

Lalani EUa Tatum
20640 Martin SL
Perris, CA 92570
This business is conducted by CoPartnere.
RB!Jstrant has not yet begUn to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infomnation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a aime.)
s/. Sirena Ulloa
The filing of this statement does
not of rtsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed ~ the County of
Riv~de on 05/09/08.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the ongnal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date rt was filed in the
Office of the County 0er1(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not nseW authorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
corrroon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06227
p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The follov.ng pe!SOn(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TSUNAMI ENTERTAINMENT
GROUP
22445 Climbing Rose Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Riverside County
Edcfie Sunvners (NMN)
22445 Climbing Rose DrNe
Moreno va11ey, CA 92557
Davkl Jerome SITith
22579 Naranja St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Todd Bluhm (NMN)
22445 Cimbing Rose Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

ORDER JO SHOW CAUSE FOR
CHANGE OF NAME
CASE N~MBER RIC 49911,
To Alt -Interested ·Persons:
Petitioner: MARK ANTONIO
ZAMORA filea a petition v,tt, this
oourt for a decree changing names
as follows: MARK ANTONIO
ZAMORA lo MARK ANTONIO
MAYORGA. The Court Orders that
all persons'interested in this matter
appear before this ooun at the
hearing indicated below to show
cause, ~ any, why the petition for
change of name should not be
granted. Any person objecting to
the name changes described
above must file a written objection
that nctudes the reasons for the
objection at least two oourt days
before the 111?tter objection is timely filed, the colft may grant the
petition without a hearing. Notice of
Hearing: Date: 6/18/08 Time: 8:30
Dept.: 6. The address of the oourt
is: Superior Court of California,
County of Riverside, 4050 Main
St., (P.O. Box 431), Riverside, CA
92501-0431. A copy of this Order
to Show Cause shall be published
at least once each week for four
successive weeks prior to the date
set for hearing on the petition in the
fo/lOWing newspaper or general circulation, printed in this oounty:
Black Voice, 4290 Brockton
Avenue, Riverside, CA 92501 .
Date: May 09, 2006
Gloria E. Trask, Judge of the
Superior Court
p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
GENESIS REAL ESTATE ANO
INVESTMENT GROUP
19886 Santa Clara Cl
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside Coun1y
Fr.wik Eugene Estell
19886 Santa Clara Cl
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transad business under the ficti·
ious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information in
this statement is true and corract.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,

information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Frank Eugene Estell
The filing of this statement does
!IOI of ttsetf authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed wrth the County or
Riverside on 05123/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the orignal statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fiditious business
name statement expres five years
from the date nwas filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
ttis state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
corrrnon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, Coun1y Cier1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06821

p, 5129, 615, 6112, 6119
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
PROJECT DEVELOPMENT &
CONSULTING SERVICES
POC SERVICES
PO&C SERVICES
6639 Magnolia Ave.: 8-18
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside County
Anna Swartz-Wenger
6639 Magnolia Ave., B-18
Riverside, CA 92506
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transad busiless under the ficti.
lious name(s) 6sted above.
I declare that al the information in
this statement is lnJ! and correct
(A registrant ..ho declares as we,
infonmation which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime,)
s/, Anna Swartz-Wenger
The filing of this statement does
not of itselfauthorize the use in this
state or a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or convnon
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v,tt, the County of
Riverside on 05/22/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the orfgi1al statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fiditiOUs business
name statement expires five years
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the County 0er1(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be ijed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
corrmon law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Larry W. Ward, County 0er1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06795
p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112

The following person(s) is (ere)
doing business as:
BPC MEDIA WORKS
CALIFORNIA BL.4CK MEDIA
4290 Brockton Ave.
Riverskie, CA 92501
Riverside County
BPC Media Works, LLC

4290 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Limited
Liability
Cornpany/Parinership.
Registrant commenced to transad
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above on

6/1004.
I declare that all the infonmation in
,this statement is !rue and correct.
(Aregistrant who declares as true,
1 information ..hich he or she knows
/ to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Paulette Brown-Hinds,
President
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use inthis
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec, 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05122/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
conect copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitkxJs busness
name statement expres five years
~om the date It was flied In the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time, The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Busiless
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions
Code).
Larry W. Ward, Coun1y Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06796
p, 5122, 5/29, 615, 6112
The followi,g person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ALLON YOU
· 3246 Clearing Circle
Corona, CA 92882
Riverside Coun1y
Virgina Flannagan (NMN)
3246 Clearing Circle
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.'

Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I dectare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as rue,
information ..hich he or she knows
to be false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Virgina Flannagan
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal. state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement Ned ~ the County of
Riverside on 04/28/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the Coun1y Cler1(, A new
Fiditious
Business, Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411 ,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-05613

p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The ,folov.ng person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
ASSISTING NEEDY FAMILIES
24337 Fiji Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Riverside County
Nadine Martin Tobias
24337 Fgl Olive
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) isled above.
I declare that an the information in
tnis statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as we,
information which he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Nadine Martin Tobias
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v.th the County of
Riverside on 05/01/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date ~ was filed in the
Office of the County Cferit A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The fililg of this statement
does not itself authorize the use n
this state of a Frctitious Business
Name in violation of the riglts of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Seeton 14411,
Et Seq.. Busness and Pnolessiorts

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-05647

p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The folowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BATTLE FOR THE DELEGATES.COM
15305 Caballo Road
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
Riverside County

This business is conducied by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that an the infonmation in
this statement Is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as true,
infonmation ..hfch he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/, Arturo vasquez
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v,tt, the County of
Riverside on 05122/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is' a
correct copy of the ongiQal statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious busness•
name statement expres five years
from the date tt wes filed in the
Office of the County Cler1(. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Busness
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, Slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq.. Business and Professioos

Code),
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-06TT5

p: 5122, 5129, 615, 6112

The follov.ng person(s) Is (ara)
doing business as:
·
KNOCKOUT
INSURANCE
AGENCY
3538 Central Ave #28
Riverside, CA 92506
Riverside County

Oov-Oorati
1640 Edmon way
Riverside, CA 92501
Brenda Acosta
11118 Mountain Crest Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92506
This bu~ness is cooducted by a
General Partners)lip.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictnious b<Jsj.
ness name(s) listed above on
5120/08,
I dectare that all the infonmation in
this statement is rue and correct
(A registrant who declares as we,
information which he or she knows
to be false Is gt.illy of a crime.)
s/. Brenda Acosta
The filing of this statement does
not of It~ authorize the use In this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sac. 1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed v,tt, the Coun1y of
Riverside on 05/22/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expres five years
from the date h was filed in the
Office of the County Cler1(. A new
Fictttious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of lflis statement
does not itsett authorize the use in
this state of a Fictitious Business
Name in viola1ion of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business ard Professions
Code).
laT)' W. Ward, County Clerl<
FILE NO. R-2008-06754

p, 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
Rodney Maurice Spigner
15305 Cabala Road
Moreno va11ey, CA 92555
Eloise Lovonne Appelhans
25230 Marse! Ranch Road
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is oonducted by CoPartners.
Registrant has not yet begUn to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
{Aregistrant ..ho declares as true,
infonmation ..hich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
sl. Rodney M. SJjgner
The filing of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 el seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05/01/08.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
corract copy of the original statement on file i1 my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not itself authorize the use in
this slate of a Fictitious Business
Name in ~elation of the rights of
another under federal, state or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
Larry W. Ward, County Cler1(
FILE NO. R-2008-05621

p. 5122, 5129, 615. f/12

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
RIVERSIDE KABOB
1490 Universcy Ave. #103
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside County
Mahmod Sadegui-Kharazi (NMN)
1315 W. Westward Ave.
Banning, CA 92220
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) listed above.
I dectare that all the information in
this statement Is true and correct.
. (A registrant who declares as true,
information ..hich he or she knows
to be false is guilty of a crime.)
s/. Mahmod Sadegui-Kharazi
The filng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in this
state of a fictitious business name
in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state, or common
law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b &p cqde)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 05127/08.
I hereby certify that this oopy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date tt was filed in the
Office of the County Clerk. A new
Fictitious
Business
Name
Statement must be filed before that
time. The filing of this statement
does not ~elf authorize the use in
lflls state of a Flctnlous Business
Name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate or
common law (See Section 14411,
Et Seq., Business and Professions

Code).
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
AV CLEAN UP
12875 Maryland Ave
Corona, CA92880
Riverside County

Larry W. Ward, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2008-06873

p, 5122. 5129, 615, 61f2

Arturo Vasquez (NMN)
12875 Maryland Ave
Corona, CA 92880

,Advertise
''

GET NOTICED by advertising your
job announcements and legal notices
in our re-designed classified section
Contact Our Advertising Department
951

••

682.6070
...
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·St. Anthony Church Hosts Annual Fiesta 2008
prize of $350 ap.d 4th prize of 50
lottery tickets.
There will also be food, beverages and goodies to include
charbroiled chicken, enchiladas ,
carnitas/carne asada, tacos ,
ceviche tostadas, hot dogs, com
dogs, hachos, corn on the cob ,
funnel cakes , snow cones, sodas
and much more in addition to
bingo, dunk tank, money wheel ,
moon bouncer, paint ball, and
stress booths.
The entertainment schedule:
Saturday, June 7
12-1: Opening of Fiesta with
Felipe Jimenez
1:30-2: Sassy Gals
2-3: Ballet Folklorico Cultural

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

St. Anthony Church located at
1640 Western Avenue, San
Bernardino will host their annual fiesta 2008 on Saturday, June
7th beginning at 12 noon to
11 :00 p.m. and Sunday, June 8th
at ll :00 a.m. to 10:00 p .m. Mass
will begin at 10:00 a .m. on
Sunday before the fiesta.
There will be all day entertainment for the two day fiesta with
hourly door prizes with purchase of an entry ticket, cost
$ l.00 per person 10 years and
up . The winner must be present.
There will be a 1st prize of
$1 ,000; 2nd prize of $500, 3rd

Bishop Gerald R. Barnes

•

Something for the Men
The Black Voice News
IDYLLWILD

Loveland Church presents
Men's Retreat
2008 on
Thursday June 12th - Saturday
June 14th 2008 to be held at

Alhatti Private Christian Resort
in ldyllwild, California. The
cost is $200 which includes all
conference materials, two
nights lodging and all meals.
There is non-refundable deposit
of$ 100 to secure your space for

the retreat. Guest speakers will
be announced at a later date.
For registration information
call (909) 829-0171 or (909)
466-4800
or
email
kmoore@sach.org.

de San Bernardino
from Riverside
3:30-5:30: B-H-O-C
3-5: Mariachi Victoria
7-11: Band, Nite Life
Sunday, June 8
10-12: Mass - Bishop Gerald ,
~. Barnes
1-1:45: Danzas de.Aztlan
2-3: Longfellow Preschoolers

6-10: Band, Pocket Change
(formerly Timepiece)

1st Stop The Violence Gospel Explosion
-•. .
June 8th • 4pm-till
Church of AU Nations
1700 W. Highland Ave. • San Bernardino '

Achieving Success At The Next Lev~I:
The Black Voice News
FONTANA

All too often many youth harbor fantasies of turning pro only
to apprehend the ever-elusive
"bling-bling" portrayed by high
profile athletes on entertainment television . "The dilemma
of these brief glitzy portrayals is
that they never convey to youth
how remote going professional
really is,"• said Dr. D.C.
Nosakhere Thomas, City of
Fontana Parks & Recreation
Commissioner and Senior
Apostle . of
Rainbow
Community Praise Center
International.
.
According to Dr. Richard
Lapchik, director of the Center

Alex Lewis

for the Study of Sports in
Society, the chance of a high
school athlete becoming a professional in any sport is 1 in

12,000. Therefore, it is easier
for a youth to become a lawyer,
doctor, or engineer than it is to
become a professional athlete.
t,lowever, because Rainbow
believes in God's purpose for .a
person's life and that "youth can
do all things through Chris,t that
strengthens ... ," ·on Saturday,
May 31st at 11:00 a.m., the
church will be hosting its quarterly ' Youth Day wherein,
Detroit Lions Linebacker Alex
Lewis (#59) will be discussing
how a person can attain to the
"Next Level" in sports and in
life.
For more information call the
church office at (909) 796-6966
or
go
to
www.rainbowcommunity.org

29 Year Legacy Comes To An End For Local Preschool ~dministrator.
The Black Voice News
CORONA

Tricia
McConahay,
Administrator of Crossroads
Christian Schools, will retire
after 29 years of faithful service.
Mcconahay, who started the
program in 1979, has served
thousands from Corona and surrounding areas. "Being a part of
Crossroads has been the grandest
adventure," stated Tricia, who
grew the church's preschool program to include 1st , 2nd and 3rd
grade elementary education programs.
"The first person that was
hired as director before we had
one student in August of 1979
was Tricia Mcconahay," stated
Roger Harris, Executive Director
of Crossroads Christian Schools .
"She built the program from the
ground up. Under Tricia's leadership we have seen thousands
of snidents attend our preschool.
She is leaving a tremendous
legacy and has been a delight to
work with for nearly 30 years."
The staff of the school and the
families in the local communities have been forever touched

by Tricia's long-standing commitment to the success of the
school and its student body.
Penny Morrison is a moth.er of
a Crossroads alumni and is the
current Preschool Administrator.
She attributes much of her success at the school to Tricia's 1
encouragement. "I met Tricia
when my oldest son was attending preschool. She encouraged
me to apply for a job with the
school and from the first day I
worked there she was behind me,
challenging me to grow and
develop in my field . Tricia
believes in people and their abilities and she will not let you settle for Jess than your best! She
has a real passion for growing
others !" stated Morrison.
Monica . Garcia, Preschool
Assistant Director, Crossroads
Christian Schools, stated, "Tricia
is my mentor. She told me I
would be a better teacher once I
was a mom. She watched me
grow as a teenager, dating, as a
newlywed, a new mom, and now
a staff member. She always has
. wise words . That's why I stay at
Crossroads - WISDOM."

Crossroads Church will celebrate her legacy during worship
service as well as hold an open
house from 12:00pm to 2:30pm
on June 8th.
The general public is encouraged to attend and celebrate
McConahay's work and wonderful
contribution
to
the
Cross.r oads Christian Schools

with other school directors
•
Thousands of children
have gone through CCS having
received Tricia's personal touch
In order to continue to meet
the growing demand for
Christian education , CCS separately incorporated in 2001 as
Crossroads Christian Schools of
Corona. Roger Harris became

rp.akers and .yorld changers for
the
glory
of
Go .
www.crossroadsschool.org ·::,
F,or more information ab;;n
Crossroads Christian Schools ..
Crossroads Christian Chu
please
write
r
ris@crossroadsschool.org or ~
Roger Harris at 951.278.3199:;,

COJJlllJUni ty.

Crossroads Christian Schools
opened in the fall of 1979 and by
the fall of 1980 the school was
adding more classes to their registration to accomm.o date the
large demand. During Tricia
McConahay' s
tenure,
she
accomplished these incredible
feats:
• In just 5 weeks from her
hire the program was up and running
•
On the 1st day, people
were lining up to register
• In "1980 the school added 1
Kindergarten class
•
In 198 I there were 2
Kindergarten classes, one 1st
grade, and one 2nd/3rd grade
combination
•
Started Leadership Club

;First Congregational Hosts Salon Music:
The Black Voice News ·
SAN 8ERNARDINO

music, sociability and refreshments.
:·,
The musicians will be Kristen
First Congregatiomtl United
Church of Christ will host an Cameron, Harp; Jean Crocker,
evening of salon musk on Violin; Pat Poole, Cello; and
"Sunday, June 1, 2008 beginning . Ann Shea, Flute.
First Congregational is locatat 4:00 p.m. in the Haskell Hall.
This is a program of lighter ed at 3041 N. Sierra Way, San

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA
(951) 359-0203
Weekly Services
8 :30 a .m.
(Adults only)
8 :30 a .m.

10:00 a.m.

··;

Get your church news published in The Black Voice
News Submit church briefs to
leeragin@blackvoicenews.com SUBJECT: Church Brief
I

CHURCH OF ALL NATIONS (A Five Fold Mlnlstr Church)

(951) 682-4407
S.mday S:hool:
Morning Service:
Bi ble Study ~

7:00 p .m.

.·.r·_,\":.:

1O:ooa-n { .•.
11 :OOan
~~
7:~

I

,i/c,

1700 W. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA 924(M
909 887-96 16
951 675-720 1

thechurebofall nations ocs or

kPRsnmi ms

Email: cal lnationl aol.com or kogapmi aol.com

WEEKI Y SERVICES
l0:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. 6 :00 p.m.
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www.newbcbc.org
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5970 LimoniteAvmue
Riversde, California 92509

(Available)

10:00 a .m.

Bernardino. For more infomJation contact the church office•ftt
(909) 886-4911 or visit the
church's
w'°ebsite:
www.sbucc.org. A free will
donation is accepted .

'

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

Sunday School (all ages)
Christian Life Development
Classes
Worship
Children's Church
Tues. Bible Studies
Thurs. Bib le Studies

the CEO/President of the newly
incorporated religious nonprofit
schools. In the fall of 2005 the
first building on the new site was
completed with four kindergarten classes calling the new
campus home. Total enrollment
by 2006 for K-8th grade was 549
students. Crossroads Christian
Schools is the home of history

-'!

JamesB Jr. & ClaudateEll,s
Pastor and First Liw:ly

Bachelors Program and Masters Program available

E School of the Prophets
. Trimester Sessions begin at 8 00
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